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Foreword  

This material is meant to be used to teach the basics and not exhaustive in itself. 
Therefore, the teacher can include additional exercises as and when required 
along with the exercises given in this material.  Some topics may have been 
omitted as our objective was to make the students converse fluently in English 
and not to teach advanced grammar.   
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LESSON 1 - SENTENCES

  
Definition – When we speak or write we use words and we generally use these words 

in groups.  
For example, Little jack, Ram sat in a corner. 
A group of words like this, which makes complete sense, is called a Sentence.    

Kinds of sentences: 
There are four main types of sentences: statements, questions, exclamations, and 

commands.   

They should also understand the end punctuation that is used with each type of 
sentence like periods, question marks, and exclamation marks. Punctuation helps 
writers convey their message clearly and helps readers understand the text.   

Kinds of Sentences  
1. Declarative - A declarative sentence makes a statement. A declarative sentence 

ends with a period. 
Example: The house will be built on a hill. 
2. Interrogative - An interrogative sentence asks a question. An interrogative 

sentence ends with a question mark. 
Example: How did you find the card? 
3. Exclamatory - An exclamatory sentence shows strong feeling. An exclamatory 

sentence ends with an exclamation mark. 
Example: The monster is attacking! 
4. Imperative - An imperative sentence gives a command.  
Example: Cheryl, try the other door. 
Sometimes the subject of an imperative sentence (you) is understood. 
Example: Look in the closet. (You, look in the closet.)  

LESSON 2 - SUBJECT AND PREDICATE

  

Definitions: 
1. Subject - The subject of a sentence tells who or what the sentence is about. 
Example: The woman with the green hat ate lunch. 
So Woman is a subject. 
2. Predicate - The predicate of a sentence tells what the subject does or is. 
Example: The woman with the green hat ate lunch. 
So “ate lunch” is a predicate.  

Exercise - 1: Please identify the subject and predicate in the below mentioned 
sentences.  

1.The children built a sandcastle. 
2.Ben played chess with Alex. 
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3.Everyone in the stadium watched the game. 
4.The microwave beeped. 
5.Malcolm is a very thoughtful person. 
6.The seagull’s feathers were white. 
7.The moon shines down on the water. 
8.The bicycle’s back tire needed air. 
9.Bart, Mike, and Jim went bowling. 
10. Orange is my favorite color. 
11. The giant oak tree is over a hundred years old.  

Exercise - 2  
Directions: Add a predicate to each sentence below. 

1. The police officer __________________________________________. 
2. The boat captain __________________________________________. 
3. The rusty old car ___________________________________________. 
4. The garden in our backyard __________________________________. 
5. The lady with the green dress ________________________________.  

Exercise - 3 
Directions: Add a subject to each sentence below. 

6. ___________________________ was singing a cheerful song. 
7. __________________________ made a creaking sound. 
8. _________________________ was old and dusty. 
9. ________________________ wouldn't eat her dinner. 
10. _______________________ is the best restaurant in town.  

LESSON 3 - PARTS OF SPEECH

  

Definition – Words are divided into different kind or classes, called Parts of Speech.  

KINDS OF PART OF SPEECH

 

–  

1. Nouns: A Noun is a name; as in pencil, London, Robert, beauty.        

2. Verbs: A verb is a word which tells us something about a person or thing. It is a 
‘telling word’ or a ‘saying word’. It tells us what a person or thing does. It also tells us 
what a person or thing is or suffers (i.e. has done to it).        

3. Adjectives: An Adjective is a word which adds to the meaning of a Noun, that is, it 
tells something more about the Noun; as in black cat.        

4.  Adverbs: An Adverb is a word which adds something to the meaning of a Verb, an 
Adjective or another Adverb.  
       He speaks loudly. 
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       She is very good.     

5. Articles: We use the Indefinite Article (‘a’ or ‘an’) before a singular countable 
noun and the Definite Article (‘the’) for something which is mentioned for the first 
time.        

6. Pronouns: A Pronoun is a word used for or instead of a Noun; it shows the person 
or thing without actually giving the name of the person or thing; as in he, she, it, and 
this.        

7. Prepositions: A Preposition is a word which joins Nouns and Pronouns to other 
words.  
      The book is on the table.      

8. Conjunctions: A conjunction is a word used to join words or groups of words 
together; as . 

        Two and two makes four. 
        He is bad but you are good.      

LESSON 4 - NOUN 

  

Definition: - Words that name people, places and things are called nouns.  
Example -  

1. A noun is a person, a place, or a thing. 
2. Jimmy read a book in the park.  

Jimmy is a noun because it is a person's name. 
1. Book is a noun because it is a thing. 
2. Park is a noun because it is a place.   

KINDS OF NOUNS:  

  1. Common Nouns – are names of people (e.g. man), things (e.g. books), animals 
(e.g. monkey) and places (church).   

2. Proper Nouns – are special names of people (e.g. George Bush), things (e.g. 
Financial Times), animals (e.g. King Kong) and places (e.g. Paris). A proper noun 
begins with a Capital Letter.   

3.  Abstract Nouns – An abstract noun is the name of something that we can only 
think of or feel but cannot see (e.g. friendship).  
  4. Collective Nouns – are names used for a number of people,  
things or animals together and treated as one. For example: a group of friends, a 
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bunch of bananas, a litter of puppies.        

5. Countable and Uncountable Nouns – Countable nouns are nouns which can be 
counted (e.g. trees). Uncountable nouns are nouns which cannot be counted. (e.g. 
smoke).   

Countable Noun Uncountable Noun 
a, an, a few, several, many, a little, much, some, plenty of, 
some, plenty of, a lot of, a lot of, a large amount of, 

a large number of a great deal of 

 

Nouns: Genders  
1.         Masculine Gender – The masculine gender is used for all males. Example: 

boy, man  
2.         Feminine Gender – The feminine gender is used for all females. Example: 

girl, woman  
3.         Common Gender – The common gender is used where the noun can be both 

male and female. Example: cousin, friend, person, child, student  
4.         Neuter Gender – The neuter gender is used for things which have no life or 

sex. Example: table, chair.     

Nouns: Singular and Plural Nouns – A noun that shows only one person (e.g. a 
girl), thing (e.g. pencil), animal (e.g. tiger) or place (e.g. market) is called a singular 
noun).  

A noun that shows more than one person (e.g. girls), thing (e.g. pencils), animal (e.g. 
tigers) or place (e.g. markets) is called a plural noun.  

Exercise – 4 
Directions: Tell whether each noun below is a person, a place, or a thing. 
1. John ______________ 
2. cafeteria _______________ 
3. flower _______________ 
4. bedroom _______________ 
5. woman _______________ 
6. firefighter _______________ 
7. newspaper _______________ 
8. Florida _______________ 
9. breakfast _______________ 
10. raindrop _______________ 
11. jar _______________ 
12. Dr. Cone _______________  
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Exercise – 5  
Identify the nouns in the sentences below 

1. Andrew is eating a peach. (2 nouns) 
2. Chester flew a kite in the park. (3 nouns) 
3. The clock was broken. (1 noun) 
4. Mr. Jones corrected the test. (2 nouns) 
5. Six dogs ran across the sidewalk. (2 nouns) 
6. Michael is reading an exciting book about plants. (3 nouns) 
7. Molly painted a pretty picture. (2 nouns) 
8. Cindy played the guitar. (2 nouns) 
9. Jake answered the question correctly. (2 nouns) 
10. Adam dribbled the basketball. (2 nouns) 
11. Kyle munched on cookies. (2 nouns) 
12. Heather drove her car to work. (3 nouns)  

Exercise – 6  
COMMON NOUNS: Identify the Common Nouns in the following sentences.  

1. We arrived early at the station.  
2. There are different species of fish.  
3. The man was trying to steal his car.  
4. They have gone to the zoo.  
5. The baby is crying.  
6. My mother is in the kitchen.  
7. He threw some nuts to the monkeys.  
8. The children are playing in the field.  
9. That temple was built before I was born.  
10. He has bought a new car.   

Exercise – 7: PROPER NOUNS  
Identify the  Proper Nouns in the following sentences.  

1. Paris is the capital of France.  
2. William Shakespeare is a famous English author.  
3. ‘war and peace' was written by Leo Tolstoy.  
4. The universities of oxford and Cambridge offer degree courses at the highest 

level.  
5. john's two dogs are named rover and boxer.   

Exercise – 8 
ABSTRACT NOUNS: Form Abstract Nouns from the following. 

1. man, scholar, king  
2. know, sell, think 
3. long, strong, wise 
4. brother, lose, great     

Exercise – 9   
COLLECTIVE NOUNS : Fill in the blank s with suitable collective nouns.  
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1. A _____ of birds flew high in the sky.  
2. They saw a _____ of lions at the zoo.  
3. The farmer has a _____ of cattle on his farm.  
4. He ate a _____ of grapes today.  
5. Our friend shows us a _____ of stamps.  
6. We saw a _____ of sheep on our way home.  
7. Police have arrested a _____ of thieves. 
8. She bought a _____ of bananas from the market.  
9. The _____ of pupils are listening attentively to their teacher.  
10. You can put the _____ of tools in that box.  

Exercise – 10 
COUNTABLE & UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS: Complete each sentence by choosing 

the correct word.  
1. There is so (many, much) smoke coming out of the chimney.  
2. There are (plenty of, a large amount of) fish in the pond.  
3. (A little, A few) minutes is all it takes for him to shave.  
4. The postman put (a great deal of, a lot of) letters into the bag.  
5. He threw (a little, some) nuts to the monkeys.  
6. She uses only (a few, a little) cooking oil in her cooking.  
7. My hens lay (a large amount of, several) eggs very day.  
8. (A great deal of, A large number of) dust has collected on the desk.  
9. We saw (a large amount of, many) cows grazing in the field.  
10. The butcher sells (a large amount of, a large number of) meat.    

Exercise – 11 
FORMING ABSTRACT NOUNS FROM NOUNS  
Fill in the blanks with abstract nouns from the nouns in brackets. 

1. I had a very happy ______ (child).  
2. I forgot to renew my _____ (member) in the sailing club.  
3. We formed a deep and lasting _____ (friend).  
4. He hopes to take over the _____ (leader) of the party. 
5. There are lots of nice people in the _____ (neighbor).  
6. In the _____ (king) of Thailand, the king commands the respect of every citizen.  
7. She seems to be enjoying _____ (mother).  
8. He had barely reached _____ (man) when he married.  

LESSON 5 - PRONOUNS

  

Definition: - A Pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun. It refers to a person 
or thing without giving the name.   

KINDS OF PRONOUNS:  

1. Personal Pronouns
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Definition: - Personal pronouns represent specific people or things 
We use personal pronouns in place of the person or people that we are talking about. 

My name is Josef but when I am talking about myself I almost always use "I" or "me", 
not "Josef". When I am talking direct to you, I almost always use "you", not your 
name. When I am talking about another person, say John, I may start with "John" but 
then use "he" or "him". And so on. 
:     

Singular  Plural    

   

Subject  Object  Subject  Object  

First Person  I  Me  We  Us  

Second Person  You  You  You  You  

Third Person  He  
She  
It  

Him  
Her  
It  

They  
They  
They  

Them  
Them  
Them  

      

Exercise 12  
A. Personal Pronouns - Subject Form 

1. My name is Sue. I am English. And this is my family.  
2. My mum's name is Angie. She is from Germany.  
3. Bob is my dad. He is a waiter.  
4. On the left you can see Simon. He is my brother.  
5. We are twins.  
6. Our dog is a girl, Judy. She is two years old.  
7. We live in Canterbury.  
8. It is not far from London.  
9. My grandparents live in London. They often come and see us.  
10. What can you tell me about your family?  

B. Personal Pronouns - Object Form 
1. My parents like Latin music. The CD is for them.  
2. I like watches. This nice watch is for me.  
3. My wife and I love sweets. These sweets are for us.  
4. My nephew likes cars. The toy truck is for him.  
5. My neighbour wants to go to California next year. The guide book is for her.  
6. Here is another souvenir. I don't know what to do with it.    

2. Reflexive Pronouns

   

Definition: - We use the Reflexive Pronoun when the action of the doer goes back to 
himself so that the Subject of the sentence is the same person as the object.  
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Example: He has hurt himself.  
Pronouns like ‘himself' are called Reflexive Pronouns. They always end in ‘self '.   

Reflexive Pronouns  Singular  Plural  

First Person  Myself  Ourselves  

Second Person  Yourself  Yourselves  

Third Person  Himself  
Herself  
Itself  

Themselves  
Themselves  
Themselves  

    

Exercise 13 
1. I did not want to believe it and then I saw the UFO myself.  
2. The girl looked at herself in the mirror.  
3. Freddy, you'll have to do your homework yourself.  
4. You don't need to help them. They can do it themselves.  
5. I introduced myself to my new neighbour.  
6. Boys, can you make your beds yourselves?  
7. She made herself a pullover.  
8. What happens when a fighting fish sees itself in the mirror?  
9. The father decided to repair the car himself.  
10. We can move the table ourselves.  .   

3. Relative Pronouns

   

The Relative Pronouns take the place of Nouns or Pronouns; and they are used to 
join two sentences about the same person or thing.   

Examples of relative pronouns: who, which, that, whom and whose.  
In most cases, we use who, whose and whom to make statements about people.    

1. Who -  
We use who to join two sentences.  
Example:  

1. "The man is an artist. He drew that picture."  
2. ."The man is an artist who drew that picture."   

2. Whose - 
We use whose to show possession or relationship.  
Example: "That is my uncle whose son is my cousin."     

3. Which/That -  
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We use which or that in almost the same way as we use who but it refers to things, 

not human beings.   

There is one other difference in the way we use who and which. After who we put a 
verb. After which we can put a verb, a pronoun or a noun.   

Example:  
1. That is the camera which costs fifty dollars.  
2. That is the camera which he bought.  
3. That is the camera which John likes.   

4. Whom -  
We use whom to make a statement about human beings. It is used in place of who 

when it is the object of a verb or when it comes after a preposition.   

Example:  
1. The man whom they caught was sent to prison.  
2. The man to whom you should speak is my uncle.    

Exercise 14:  
1. This is the bank which was robbed yesterday.  
2. A boy whose sister is in my class was in the bank at that time.  
3. The man who robbed the bank had two pistols.  
4. He wore a mask which made him look like Mickey Mouse.  
5. He came with a friend who waited outside in the car.  
6. The woman who gave him the money was young.  
7. The bag which contained the money was yellow.  
8. The people who were in the bank were very frightened.  
9. A man whose mobile was ringing did not know what to do.  
10. A woman whose daughter was crying tried to calm her.  
11. The car which the bank robbers escaped in was orange.  
12. The robber whose mask was obviously too big didn't drive.  
13. The man who drove the car was nervous.  
14. He didn't wait at the traffic lights which were red.  
15. A police officer whose car was parked at the next corner stopped and arrested 

them.  
5. Pronouns I and Me 
The word I is used in the subject of a sentence.  
The word me is used in the predicate of the sentence. 
      Examples: Kim and I walked to the deli. 
The pronoun I is used because it falls in the subject of the sentence. 
      Examples: Kim went to the deli with me. 
The pronoun me is used because it falls in the predicate of the sentence.   
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Exercise 15:   
Write I or me in the blank line for each sentence. 

1. ______ cleaned up my bedroom this afternoon. 
2. My brother came in to help ______. 
3. Sam and ______ vacuumed the floor. 
4. Then, Sam helped ______ dust the shelves. 
5. ______ picked my toys up from of the floor and put them 
away. 
6. Sam made the bed for ______. 
7. Mom said that she was proud of ______ for keeping my room 
clean. 
8. ______ told her that Sam was a great help. 
9. Sam and ______ make a great team. 
10. Sam said, “Will you help ______ clean my room next?”  

6. These, Those, This, and That 
These and those are plural words. They refer to more than one 
thing.  

Example:  
1. These flowers are pretty. 
2. The word these refers to more than one flower.  

This and that are singular words. They refer to only one thing 
1. Example: That plant needs water. 
2. The word that refers to only one plant.  

Exercise 16 
Directions: Choose one of the words in parenthesis ( ) to complete each 
Sentence. Write the correct word on the line.  

1. __________ watch on my wrist says it is noon. (These, This) 
2. ___________ cat across the street has a striped tail. (That, Those) 
3. Whose skates are ______________ by the stairs? (this, those) 
4. I don’t know why I’m wearing my hair _____________way. (this, those) 
5. Did you eat ___________ cookies on the table? (those, that) 
6. ___________ tests on my desk don’t have names on them. (these, this) 
7. Remember ____________ movie we watched yesterday? (that, those) 
8. _______________ trees are going to grow very tall. (These, This) 
9. ___________ storm we had last night kept me awake. (Those, That) 
10. Did you buy _____________ grapes at the market? (that, those) 
11. Ask _________ policeman for directions. (that, those) 
12. How many of ____________ napkins here do you need? (these, this)   
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LESSON 6 - VERB

 
Definition: Verbs are words that show action. Every sentence must have a verb. A 

verb is not always one word. It may be made up of more than one word.  

KINDS OF VERB: 

1. Auxiliary verbs 

 

Definition: The words: am, is, are, was, and were verbs. They are forms of the verb 
‘to be’. They are helping verbs called auxiliary verbs.  
If the subject of a sentence is singular, the verb must be singular. 
If the subject of a sentence is plural, the verb must be plural. The verb must agree 

with the subject in number.  
1. Examples of ‘subjects’ and ‘verbs’ being singular:  
Examples: 

1. The man is sleeping. 
2. She goes to the market.  
3. The student does his homework every day.  
4. The train has arrived.   

Note - ‘Man’, ‘she’, ‘student’ and ‘train’ are known as subjects. The subjects are 
all singular. The verbs ‘is’, ‘goes’, ‘does’ and ‘has’ are all singular too.   

2.  Examples of ‘subjects’ and ‘verbs’ being plural:  
Example:  

1. The men are sleeping. 
2. They go to the market.  
3. The students do their homework every day.  
4. The trains have arrived.   

Note - ‘Men’, ‘they’, ‘students’ and ‘trains’ are known as subjects. The subjects 
are all plural. The verbs 'are', ‘go’, ‘do’ and ‘have’ are all plural too.   

Rules:  
1. Subjects with words like ‘each’, ‘every’, ‘any’, ‘no’, ‘none’ and ‘nobody’ take on 

the singular verbs.  
Example:   

1. Each student is given a pen. 
2. Every child is happy watching the show. 
3. Nobody is allowed to walk on the grass.     

2. Uncountable nouns always take singular verbs.  
Example: 

1.   Rice is eaten in many countries. 
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2.   There is oil on the floor. 
3. Salt is added to make the food taste better.  

3. Subjects with words like ‘both’, ‘all’, ‘many’, ‘some’, ‘several’ and ‘a number of’ 
take on a plural verb.  
Example: 

1. Both of you have to come home early. 
2. All of us want to be happy. 
3.  Some of my friends are female.   

4. Two or more subjects joined by ‘and’ always take a plural verb.  
1. My brother and his friends like to play football. 
2. His father and mother are watching television.  

2. Transitive and intransitive verbs

  

Definition: The verb which needs an object to make its meaning clear or complete is 
called a transitive verb.   

Example: He feeds a cat.  
The word ‘cat’ is called the object of the verb ‘feeds’. The object can be a noun or a 

pronoun.    

The intransitive verb does not need an object but the meaning is clear or complete.   

Example: He ran.  
The verb ‘ran’ does not need an object.  
She reads every day. (No object). 
He eats quickly. (No object)   

3. The Finite verb

  

The finite verb changes with the subject. The subject is the person, thing, animal or 
place we refer to. When the subject is in the first or second person or is plural, the verb 
does not change. When the subject is in the third person or is singular, the verb changes 
from, say, ‘eat’ to ‘eats’. The verb ‘eat’ is a finite verb. Every sentence must have a 
finite verb.   

Finite verbs mean the verbs which can change the form in accordance with the 
subject. 

1. I eat rice. / He eats rice. / They eat rice.  
2. I am a student. / He is a student. / They are students.   

4. The Infinitive

   

 Infinite verbs is the verbs which do not change their form in accordance with the 
subjects.  

1. I am eating rice.  
2. He is eating rice.  
3. They are eating rice.  
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The infinitive is a verb that is followed by ‘to’ and does not change with the subject.  

1. I want to play. 
2. We want to play.   

The infinitive can take on an object. For example: He likes to read book. (To read = 
infinitive; book = object).   

Other usage of verbs to remember

   

1. When “and” is used to join two nouns or pronouns together, the verb is usually 
in the plural.  

1. Beef and mutton are meat. 
2. He and I were classmates.  

2. When we use two nouns for the same person or thing, the verb should be in the 
singular.  

1. My friend and classmate is very helpful. 
2. Bread and butter is his only food.   

3.  When we use two nouns for the same person, we use the article ‘the’ only once 
and the verb should be in the singular.   
1. The shopkeeper and owner of the shop is my uncle.  

4.    When we refer to two different persons, we use the article twice and the verb 
must  be in the plural.  
1. The shopkeeper and the owner of the shop are my good friends.  

5. When we join two nouns and treat them as a whole, the verb is in the singular.  
1. Bread and butter is his usual breakfast.  

6. When a noun is a quantity or an amount, it is treated as a whole and the verb is 
in the singular.  

1. Ten kilometers is not a long way to travel. 
2. Nowadays, fifty dollars is not a lot of money.  

Exercise 17 
Fill in the blanks with ‘is' or ‘are'.  

1. The rose _____ a beautiful flower.  
2. His two sons _____ still small.  
3. My brother _____ doing his degree at that university.  
4. Dogs _____ the most faithful animals.  
5. There _____ a lot of ants on the tree.  
6. That chair _____ comfortable to sit on.  
7. The equator _____ an imaginary line round the earth.  
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8. The natives of this island _____ a friendly people.  
9. We _____ waiting for the bus.  
10. _____ your mother sleeping now?   

Exercise 18 
Fill in the blanks with ‘does' or ‘do'.  

1. _____ you know him?  
2. That _____ not mean I _____ not like her.  
3. Please _____ not smoke here.  
4. _____ anybody know the answer?  
5. They _____ not want to play.  
6. It _____ not matter where you put it.  
7. He _____ the measuring and we _____ the cutting.  
8. Those sheep _____ not belong to that farmer.  
9. My feet _____ not get tired easily.  
10. Everyone here _____ not know about it.   

Exercise 19 
Fill in the blanks with ‘has' or ‘have'.  

1. He _____ a law degree.  
2. They _____ gone to the cinema.  
3. Only one of the students _____ failed the test.  
4. I _____ come here to borrow your book  
5. "_____ you ever done online banking?"  
6. "We _____ not done our homework yet."  
7. Each of you _____ to pay a dollar.  
8. There _____ been no complaint so far.  
9. Does he _____ a bicycle?   
10. What _____ she got to say about this?    

Exercise 20 
Choose the correct word for each sentence.  

1. The earth _____ (go, goes) round the sun.  
2. He _____ (go, goes) to school by bus.  
3. I often _____ (go, goes) to the library.  
4. She wants to _____ (go, goes) to the library?  
5. She does not _____ (go, goes) to the library?  
6. Oh, she does _____ (go, goes) to the library.  
7. He often _____ (go, goes) to the cinema.  
8. Every one of us must _____ (go, goes) to school.  
9. Every one of us usually _____ (go, goes) to school early.  
10. He too has to _____ (go, goes) to school.     
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Exercise 21 
Choose the correct word for each sentence.  

1. She _____ (read, reads) every day.  
2. I _____ (drink, drinks) milk every day.  
3. We _____ (like, likes) to swim.  
4. My neighbours _____ (talk, talks) to us every day.  
5. He _____ (speak, speaks) good English.  
6. They _____ (work, works) in that factory.  
7. One of us _____ (live, lives) near the hospital.  
8. Those deer in the zoo _____ (look, looks) hungry.  
9. Everyone of the postmen _____ (ride, rides) a bicycle.  
10. The black dog can _____ (bark, barks) very loudly.   

LESSON 7 - ADJECTIVES

  

Definition: - An adjective is a word that tells us something about a noun, that is, about 
a person, an animal, a thing or a place.  

Example:  

1. She is a pretty girl.  
2. A giraffe has a long neck.  
3. The table is round.  
4. That is an old temple.   

KINDS OF ADJECTIVE:  

1. Adjective of Quality or Descriptive Adjective 

Definition: An adjective which tells us about the quality of the noun.  
Example: 

The blue sky, a big house, a square table, a cold morning. 

1. India is a vast country. 
 2. Harish Chandra was a truthful man. 
 3. Kabir Dar was a great poet. 
 4. The brave boy did not leave the burning deck. 
 5. John is an industrious student. 

2.  Adjective of Quantity 

Definition: An adjective which tells us about the quantity of the noun.  
Example:  

1. He did not eat any rice. 
2. The pen has not much ink left.  
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3. Adjective of Number: 
Definition: An adjective shows how many persons or thing are meant, or in what 

order a person or thing stands as. 
Example:  

1. The hand has five fingers. 
2. There are several mistakes in your exercise. 
3. There are seventeen hundred students in our college.  
4. How many players were awarded for their best performance? 
5. No teachers were present in the meeting.  
6. The cat drank up all the milk in the pot. 

Kinds of Numeral Adjectives

 

Definite Numeral Adjectives: These Adjective denote an exact number. They are of 
two kinds: -  
 a.  Cardinals: three, five, one, ten, six, eight, seventeen, thirty four, twenty seven, 
twenty five, etc. 
 b. Ordinals: first, second, third, fifth, sixth, eighth, etc.  
2. Indefinite Numeral Adjectives: These adjectives denote indefinite number without 

an exact number.   

4. Interrogative Adjective: 
Definition:  An adjective which poses question in an ‘interrogative’ manner.  
Example:  

1. Which school do you go to?  
2. Whose car is this?   

5. Demonstrative Adjective :  
Definition: An adjective which specifies a noun or point out which person or thing is 

meant. 
Example:  

1. This boy is a member of the club.  
2. That girl is my sister.   

 6. Emphasizing Adjectives:  
The adjectives which are used to emphasize the statement are called emphasing 

adjectives. For example: -  
1. I saw all this with my own eyes.  
2. This is the very man who was disturbing the meeting.  
3. This is the very toy my grandson wants to buy.  
4. Mind your own business.  
5. I am my own master.   

7. Exclamatory Adjectives:  
The word 'what' is sometimes used as an exclamatory adjective. For example: -  

1. What a boy you are!  
2. What folly!  
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3. What a lucky girl she is!  
4. What an idea!  
5. What a game!  

Comparison of adjectives 
1. We use the Positive degree to compare two equal nouns.  
      Example: His house is as big as my house.  
2. We use the Comparative degree to compare two unequal nouns.  
       Example: His house is bigger than my house.  
3. We use the Superlative degree to compare three or more Nouns.  
      Example: His house is the biggest in the neighbourhood.      

Example:      

Positive Comparative Superlative 

bad worse worst 

good better best 

little less least 

careful more careful most enjoyable 

    

Exercise 22 
Comparative or Superlative 

1. My house is (big) _____________ than yours. 
2. This flower is (beautiful) _____________ than that one. 
3. This is the (interesting) _____________ book I have ever read. 
4. Non-smokers usually live (long) _____________ than smokers. 
5. Which is the (dangerous) _____________ animal in the world? 
6. A holiday by the sea is (good) _____________ than a holiday in the 

mountains. 
7. It is strange but often a coke is (expensive) _____________ than a beer. 
8. Who is the (rich) _____________ woman on earth? 
9. The weather this summer is even (bad) _____________ than last summer. 
10. He was the (clever) _____________ thief of all.     
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LESSON 8 - ADVERB

  
Definition: An adverb adds more to the meaning of a verb, an adjective or another 
adverb. 

1. I called you last night. (called=verb; last night=adverb)  
2. Your dress is very beautiful. (beautiful=adjective; very=adverb)  
3. The rain stopped quite suddenly. (suddenly=adverb; quite=adverb)  

KIND OF ADEVRB

   

1. Adverb of Time – This shows when an action or something is done or happens. It 
answers the question “When?” It is either placed at the beginning or at the end of a 
sentence.  
Example:  

1. I phoned you yesterday.  
2. I saw her walking along the river last week.    

2. Adverb of Place – This shows where an action or something is done or happens. It 
answers the question “Where?” It is placed after the verb.  
Example:  

1. I live here.  
2. He fell down.    

3. Adverb of Manner – This shows how an action or something is done. It answers the 
question “How?” It is usually placed just after the verb.  
Example:  

1. She sleeps soundly.  
2. He drives quickly.     

4. Adverb of Degree or Quantity – This answers the questions, “To what degree?” or 
“How much?” It is usually placed before the adjective and the adverb.  
Example: 

1. It is too dark for us to see anything.  
2. Last night it rained very heavily.    

5. Adverb of Frequency – This answers the question “How often?”  
Example:  

1. He will never have finished in time.  
2. We always go to school by bus.        

6. Affirmative Adverb (yes) and Adverb of negation (No)  
Example: yes, surely, certainly, indeed, by all means, no, not at all, by no means.    

7. Interrogative Adverb (Question)  
For example: When? Where? How? Why? How much/often?       
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8. Relative Adverb: when, where, how, why These words are the same in form as 

Interrogative Adverbs; but they are not questions.   

Example:  
1. The time when he arrived.  
2. The scene where the accident occurred.  
3. He knows how to do it.  
4. The reason why he left.    

Exercise 23 
Identify the form  of Adverbs 

1. Joanne is happy. She smiles happily. 
2. The boy is loud. He shouts loudly

 

3. Her English is fluent. She speaks English fluently

  

4. Our mum was angry. She spoke to us angrily

  

5. My neighbour is a careless driver. He drives carelessly

 

6. The painter is awful. He paints awfully

 

7. Jim is a wonderful piano player. He plays the piano wonderfully

  

8. This girl is very quiet. She often sneaks out of the house quietly

 

9. She is a good dancer. She dances really well

 

10. This exercise is simple. You simply have to put one word in each space. 

 

Exercise 24 
Comparison of Adverbs 

1. I speak English more fluently. 
2. She greeted me most politely of all.  
3. She smiled more happily than before.  
4. This girl dances most gracefully  of all.  
5. Could you write more clearly?  
6. Planes can fly higher  han birds.  
7. He had an accident last year. Now, he drives more carefully than before.  
8. Jim can run faster  than John.  
9. Our team played worst  of all.  
10. He worked harder  than ever before. 

 

Exercise 25 
Adjective or adverb 

1. He quickly reads a book. 
2. Mandy is a pretty girl. 
3. The class is terribly loud today. 
4. Max is a good singer. 
5. You can easily open this tin. 
6. It's a terrible day today. 
7. She sings the song well. 
8. He is a careful driver. 
9. He drives the car carefully. 
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10. The dog barks loudly.   

Exercise 26 
Choose the most suitable adverb in to fill each blank:     
angrily, enough, never, outside, yesterday  

1. She left _____ for the university where she is doing a degree course.  
2. We are standing _____ his house waiting for him.  
3. He told us _____ not to walk on the grass.  
4. I am not strong _____ to help him carry that box.    
5. She will _____ be happy in that job.    

down, last week, often,  quickly, rarely     

1. _____, I saw him walking to the church.   
2. My father is _____ late for work.   
3. He drove _____ to avoid being late.  
4. I _____ play badminton with my sister.   
5. This is the place where he fell _____.   

always, just, nearly, online, unusually    

1. It took _____ two hours to get here.  
2. They were _____ very friendly.  
3. He has _____ strong hands.  
4. She has _____ completed her degree course.    
5. This dictionary went _____ in 2003.    

Exercise 27 
Adjectives and Adverbs 
1) He is a _____________ boy. (clever) 
2) He is tired because he has worked _____________. (hard) 
3) She is a ______________ girl. (quiet) 
4) She went to bed ______________. (quiet) 
5) He is not a good student but he writes ______________. (good) 
6) You should speak more ______________. (soft) 
7) The children behaved ______________. (bad) 
8) The brave men fought ______________. (brave) 
9) They lived together ______________. (happy) 
10) She looks ______________. (pretty) 
11) That milk tastes ______________. (sour) 
12) I don’t know where they live ______________. (exact) 
13) These children are ______________ at English. (good) 
14) Have you been to the cinema ______________? (late) 
15) Mary always dresses ______________. (beautiful) 
16) Yes, it was raining ______________ for two hours. (heavy) 
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17) He has painted it ______________. (nice) 
18) What a ______________. worker he is! (quick) 
19) He is always very ______________. (polite) 
20) He is often ______________. (nervous)  

Exercise 28 
Write the sentences in the correct order.  

a. taller / than / Gary / Rick / is. 
Gary is taller than Rick.  

b. trousers / John / got / has / new / light. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
c. Mary / clothes / likes / bigger 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
d. an / expensive / Rick / wearing / coat / is 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
e. the / Carol / has / scarf / got / shortest 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
f. the / student / he / tallest / is 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
g. actress / Mary / the / was / popular / most 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
h. He / the / was / footballer / best 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
i. plays / than / better / you / Mary 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
j. father / is / your / than / stronger / mine 
_____________________________________________________________________   

LESSON 9 - ARTICLES

  

Definition: The words a or an and the are called articles. They come before nouns.   

KINDS OF ARTICLE

  

Definite Article – ‘The’  
Indefinite Article – ‘A’ or ‘An’     

Use of A: 
1. Before a word which begins with a consonant.  
    Example: a woman, a boy, a horse  

2. Before a singular, countable noun.  
    Example: a banana   
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3. When we mention something for the first time.  
    Example: I saw a dog.     

4. Before a word with a long sound of ‘u’.  
    Example: a university, a uniform, a   useful book, a European, etc.    

5. Before the word one. 
    Example: a one-way street, a one-eyed man, a one-year course, a one-day holiday, 

etc.    

Use of AN: 
1. Before a noun which begins with a vowel (a,e,i,o,u) .  
    Example: an apple.    

2. Before a word which begins with a vowel sound or a silent ‘h’.  
   Example: an hour, an honest man, an heir, an honour, an honourable man, etc.  

3. Before a singular, countable noun which begins with a vowel or silent ‘h’.     
    Example: an orange    

Use of The: 
1.  When the same thing or person mentioned again, that is, a particular thing or 

person.  
    Example: I bought an orange.  
    The orange is sweet.    

2.  When there is only one such thing.  
     Example: the earth, the sun, the moon.    

3. Before the names of famous buildings, etc.  
    Example: The Eiffel Tower, The Great Wall of China.    

4. When a singular noun is used to point out a whole class, race, group, etc.  
Example: The bear is a strong animal.    

5. Before the special names of a rivers, seas, oceans, mountain ranges, groups of 
islands,   certain organizations, political parties, and countries such as the  
Example : U.S.A., the U.K., the  U.S.S.R. and the U.A.R., The Nile, The Dead Sea, 

The Pacific Ocean, The Himalayas, The United Nations, The Republican Party, etc.    

6. Before the names of holy or important books. 
 Example: The Koran, The Bible.    

7.  Before an adjective when the noun is understood.  
Example: The poor need help.   
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Omission of the Article :  

1.  Before the name of a person:  
    Example: I am a fan of Michael Jackson. (not A or The Michael Jackson)    

2.  Before the name of a place, town, country, street, or road. 
     Example: Barcelona is a beautiful city. (not A or The Barcelona)    

3. Before names of materials. 
    Example: Gold is found in Australia. (not A or The gold)    

4.  Before abstract nouns used in a general sense.  
     Example: We love all beauty. (not a beauty or the beauty)  

Exercise 29: The indefinite article a/an  
1) Lucy has a dog.  
2) Let's sing a song.  
3) Emily needs a new desk in her room.  
4) I need a blue pen.  
5) Ben has an old bike.  
6) Peter has an aunt in Berlin.  
7) We listen to an English CD.  
8) She has an exercise book in her school bag.  
9) The speed of this car was 160 miles an hour.  
10) They finished a unit.  

Exercise 30: The definite artice The  
Note – X Represent no article will be placed. 
1) My grandmother likes x flowers very much.  
2) I love the flowers in your garden.  
3) See you on x Wednesday.  
4) I always listen to the radio in the morning.  
5) Alex goes to work by x bus.  
6) Don't be late for x school.  
7) Listen! Dennis is playing the trumpet.  
8) We often see our cousins over x Easter.  
9) She has never been to the Alps before.  
10) What about going to Australia in x February?  
11) Last year we visited x St. Paul's Cathedral and the Tower.  
12) x Mount Everest is the highest mountain on earth.  
13) x Loch Ness is the most famous lake in Scotland.  
14) x most children like x sweets.  
15) The summer of 1996 was hot and dry.   
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Exercise 31:  
The indefinite article a/an  
1) There is _____ new English book on the desk.  
2) She's reading _____ old comic.  
3) They've got _____ idea.  
4) He is drinking _____ cup of coffee.  
5) The girl is _____ pilot. 
6) Leipzig has _____ airport.  
7) This is _____ expensive bike.  
8) Look! There's _____ bird flying.  
9) My father is _____ honest person.  
10) My friend likes to be _____ astronaut.  

Exercise 32:  The Definite article  The 
1)   _____The Plaza Hotel is on the corner of  _____the 59th Street and  _____ the 5th 

Avenue.  
2) My sister often stays at  _____the Uncle Tim's in Detroit.  
3) Our friends  _____the Millers moved to Florida last August.  
4)   _____The smog is a problem in  _____the big cities.  
5) Our children go to  _____the school by  _____the bus.    

Exercise 33: The Definite article The  

I arrived in _____USA last Monday. We left _____ Rome, flew over _____Alps and 
made a quick stop in _____ London. There we went shopping in _____ Harrods, 
visited _____Tower and enjoyed a sunny afternoon in_____Hyde Park. On the 
following day we left for _____ New York. _____time on board wasn't boring as there 
were two films to watch on _____monitor. _____people on _____plane were all _____ 
Italian. Before we landed at x JFK airport, we saw _____Statue of Liberty, _____Ellis 
Island and _____Empire State Building. _____hotel I stayed in was on _____corner of 
_____ 42nd Street and _____ 5th Avenue. I don't like x hotels very much, but I didn't 
have _____ time to rent an apartment.  

Exercise 34:  
1. He left _____ home without informing anyone.  
2. There is _____ box of sweets on _____ table.  
3. Do you need _____ degree in Economics or _____ degree in finance to be a better 

manager?     
4. When we arrived, she went straight to _____ kitchen and started to prepare _____ 

meal for us.  
5. He has _____ cut on his leg and _____ bruise on _____ chin.  
6. _____ Mt. Everest is _____ highest mountain in _____ world.  
7. Switch off _____ air-conditioner please. I have _____ cold.  
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8. We reached _____ top of _____ hill during _____ afternoon.  
9. Do you like _____ weather here? Isn't it too hot during _____ day but it is very 

cold at _____ night?  
10. _____ attempt has been made to collect _____ funds to start _____ public library 

in _____ town where I live.   

LESSSON 10 - PREPOSITIONS

  

Definition: Prepositions are words placed before Nouns and Pronouns. They are used 
to show time, position and direction.  

Kinds of preposition:  
1. Prepositions showing time: 

1. Use at for a PRECISE TIME  
2. Use  in for MONTHS, YEARS, CENTURIES and LONG PERIODS  
3. Use on for DAYS and DATES. 

At –  
1. at 3 o'clock 
2. at 10.30am 
3. at noon 
4. at sunrise 

In –  
1. in May 
2. in summer 
3. in the next century 
4. in 1990 

On-  
1. on Sunday 
2. on 6 March 
3. on Christmas Day 
4. on my birthday   

Example: 
1. I have a meeting at 9am.  
2. The shop closes at midnight.  
3. Jane went home at lunchtime.  
4. In England, it often snows in December.  
5. Do you think we will go to Jupiter in the future?  
6. There should be a lot of progress in the next century.  
7. Do you work on Mondays?  
8. Her birthday is on 20 November.  
9. Where will you be on New Year's Day?   

2. Prepositions showing position: 
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1. Use at for a POINT  
2. Use  in for an ENCLOSED SPACE  
3. Use on for a SURFACE    

At –    It is usually used to state something or someone is at a specific place 
1. at the corner 
2. at the bus stop 
3. at the end of the road 

In –     It is usually used to state that someone or something is in the boundaries that 
can be physical or virtual place. 

1. in the garden 
2. in London 
3. in my pocket 

On -   Its is usually used to state someone or something is on top of a surface.              
1. on the wall 
2. on the floor 

  Example:  
1. Jane is waiting for you at the bus stop.  
2. The shop is at the end of the street.  
3. My plane stopped at Dubai and Hanoi and arrived in Bangkok two hours late.  
4. When will you arrive at the office?  
5. Do you work in an office?  
6. I have a meeting in New York.  
7. Do you live in Japan?  
8. Jupiter is in the Solar System.  
9. The author's name is on the cover of the book.  
10. There are no prices on this menu.  
11. You are standing on my foot.  
12. There was a "no smoking" sign on the wall.  
13. I live on the 7th floor at 21 Oxford Street in London.  

3. Prepositions showing direction: 
Example - across, between, into, out of, past, round, through, towards etc. 

To – It signifies orientation toward a goal 
1. We flew from New York to Paris to see our father. 
2. I have to go to town. 

Onto: signifies movement toward a surface 
Into: signifies movement toward the interior of a volume 

1. She got into the taxi. 
4. Other examples of expressions using prepositions: 

1. The picture was drawn by his brother. 
2. She likes to go out with her friends. 
3. They say I walk like my father. 
4. Her parents give her a box of sweets.   

5.   The 3 most common English prepositions that are used to represent time are:  
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        For - While - During. 
For - The preposition "for" is used to express how long something or someone is 

doing something. "For" is used to state a period of time and is usually used with a 
noun/pronoun (or any other form of nouns) . 

1. I have been riding my bicycle for 2 hours.  
2. The dog has been barking for a long time.  
3. The traffic has been bad for the last three days.  

While - The preposition "while" is used to represent the length of time an action has 
been happening.  
"While" is used when speaking about 2 actions that are happing at the same time. The 
length of the action is not important.  
"While" is used with a subject and a verb.  

1. While I was playing with my dog, my sister was doing her homework.  
2. While we are playing cards, the radio was playing.  
3. My mother doesn't like the T. V. on while we are eating dinner.  

During -The preposition "during" is used to represent the length of time of an action 
that is while the action is happening.  
"During" is used with a noun/pronoun (or any other form of nouns). 

1. I will be really busy during the week.  
2. The kids were sleeping during the party.  
3. The lights went out during the storm.    

Exercise 35- Read the prepositions in the following sentences 
1. He reached there at

 

four o'clock in

 

the afternoon on

 

Monday. 
2. On

 

Tuesday I must be there at

 

six o'clock in

 

the evening. 
3. I stopped at

 

his house for a little while in

 

the middle of

 

a storm on

 

Sunday. 
4. In

 

my opinion you can rely on/upon

 

him to come at/by

 

noon. 
5. I saw him looking at/for/through

 

some books in/at

 

the library on

 

Saturday. 
His brother was with/by/near

 

him. 
6. I posted the parcel at

 

the main Post Office in

 

Market Road on

 

Tuesday. 
7. It won't fall off/down

 

because I have twisted the wire round

 

that post to keep 
it in

 

position. 
8. On

 

Sunday I was woken up by

 

the sound of the radio in

 

my brother's room. It 
was on

 

much too loudly. 
9. He was injured in

 

the left arm in

 

the accident. 
10. I was surprised at

 

the way in

 

which he acted. 
11. The lorry was moving at

 

full speed when the load fell off. 
12. We reached the city at

 

about ten o'clock in

 

the morning. 
13. We parked our car at

 

the side of

 

the road. 
14. There is plenty of

 

tin left in

 

that mine. 
15. We threw the net in/into

 

the river and sat down

 

to wait. 
16. There is a waterfall farther up

 

the river. You can see the foam floating 
down to/towards

 

us. 
17. Sunday is the day on

 

which he goes to

 

church. 
18. On

 

most Saturdays I go fishing with

 

my brother. 
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19. My friend used to go to school on

 
his bicycle but now he comes by

 
bus 

or by

 
taxi because he lives farther away. 

20. Some of the boxes on

 
the lorry were not tied down/up

 
firmly.  

Exercise 36: Identify the prepositions in the following sentences 
1. My uncle sells his fish at/in

 
the market. 

2. I can see many towns from

 
the top of

 
the mountain. 

3. Tomorrow I must help my mother with

 

her work in

 

the house. 
4. I live in

 

my uncle's house which is about a mile from

 

school. 
5. He played football for/in

 

his country for

 

several years. Then he 
moved to

 

New York and could not represent his country. 
6. The police inspector was very polite to

 

us and thanked us for

 

telling 
him about

 

the men. 
7. The firemen soon put out

 

the fire with

 

the help of a few 
volunteers from/in

 

the village. Then the crowd soon broke up. 
8. This machine works by

 

electricity but that one runs on

 

petrol. 
9. I'll think about/over

 

your plan and let you know whether I agree with

 

it. 
10. Last Sunday was one of the most enjoyable days in/of

 

my life. 
11. The lorry was traveling at

 

full speed when it collided with

 

a bus. It 
skidded off

 

the road and fell into

 

a ditch. 
12. When the light changed to

 

red, I put on

 

my brakes and stopped. 
13. We played badminton from

 

five o'clock until/to

 

nearly seven o'clock. 
14. He asked me to take the books from

 

the cupboard and give them to

 

the 
librarian in

 

the library. 
15. The dog crawled through/along

 

the narrow hole and reached the other 
side of

 

the wall. 
16. We stopped at

 

the restaurant for

 

a meal. 
17. She filled the kettle with

 

water and put it on

 

the stove in

 

the kitchen. 
18. One of the players did not turn up

 

so I played as

 

a substitute. 
19. I gave the purse to

 

the policeman on

 

duty at

 

the police station. He asked 
me for

 

my name and address. 
20. He was fined for

 

parking his car in/at

 

the wrong place.  

Exercise 37:  

A. Fill in the blanks with prepositions showing direction - Use  
past,towards,along,over, through 

1. We drive __________ that lane to get to the house. 
2. Everyone had to climb ______________ the fence. 
3. Gemma ran _____________ Tom. 
4. Go _______ the pond and cross ________ the road.  

B. Fill in the blanks with prepositions showing position - Use  under,on, behind, 
in, between 

1. The bike shed is ___________ the science block. 
2. Your mobile can go _________ my bag. 
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3. The princess felt the pea __________ the mattress. 
4. The swan carries her cygnets ______ her back 
__________ her raised wings.  

C. Fill in the blanks with prepositions showing time - Use after, during, at, since, 
on 

1. We have been friends __________ we met at gym club. 
2. __________ breakfast, Leila took the dog for a walk. 
3. We are supposed to keep quiet __________ lessons. 
4. The holiday starts ________ midday ________ Monday.   

Exercise 38:  Fill in the blanks with these words: against, at, by, for, from, in, like, 
near, of, on, to, up, with.  

1. She is doing a degree course _____ a university.  
2. His trousers were washed _____ the washing machine. 
3. We had to climb slowly _____ the hill. 
4. His house looks _____ a temple. 
5. How many _____ the members will join the trip? 
6. Don't lean that ladder _____ the wall. 
7. I don't usually feel tired _____ the morning. 
8. Have you heard anything _____ him yet? 
9. My house is quite _____ to your school. 
10. Put this _____ your drawer and do not let anyone see it. 
11. A university is where you study _____ a degree. 
12. Which of these roads will lead _____ the church? 
13. He sometimes quarrels _____ the neighbour. 
14. I think there is a salesman _____ the door. 
15. Her next birthday will be _____ a Sunday. 
16. Even the new drug could not cure him _____ his illness. 
17. He was given a ten-year prison sentence _____ armed robbery. 
18. The cat likes to rub its head _____ my legs. 
19. The store was robbed because there was no guard _____ duty. 
20. My father has a car _____ yours. 
21. His sister holds a degree _____ physics _____ Oxford. 
22. The new factory is expected to come online _____ May. 
23. If you go _____ a river you go towards its source. 
24. Many of us eat _____ fork and spoon. 
25. The mob stoned her _____ death.  

Exercise 39: Fill in the blanks with these words: about, across, after, along, among, 
behind, beside, off, since, through, under, without.  

1. The referee ordered two players _____ the field. 
2. I could see her _____ the window. 
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3. He sings whenever he is _____ the influence of alcohol. 
4. We have not met _____ early last year. 
5. She came up and sat _____ me. 
6. Police want to know all _____ it and are calling for witnesses. 
7. Innocent civilians were _____ the casualties. 
8. Please shut the door _____ you. 
9. How long can you survive _____ light or heating? 
10. Who is looking _____ you when your parents are not in? 
11. She was carrying her handbag _____ her arm. 
12. We parked the car _____ the fence. 
13. He had to push his way _____ the crowd to get in. 
14. The robbers jumped _____ the train while it was still moving. 
15. We enjoy driving _____ the highway. 
16. Books were scattered _____ the room. 
17. We are not allowed to talk _____ ourselves. 
18. He has completed this degree course _____ too much trouble. 
19. There is only one bridge _____ this river. 
20. Do you believe in life _____ death?  

LESSON 11 - CONJUNCTIONS

  

Definition: Conjunctions are words that connect words, sentences, phrases, or 
clauses.  

Example of Conjunction:  

1. Coordinating Conjunctions:  
Example: and, but, or, nor, for, yet, so  

2.   Subordinating Conjunctions 
Example: after, although, as, because, before, how, if, once, since, than, that,    

though, till, until, when, where, whether, while  

We can consider conjunctions from three aspects. 
Form:  
Conjunctions have three basic forms: 
1. Single Word 
Example: and, but, because, although 

2. Compound (often ending with as or that) 
   Example: provided that, as long as, in order that 
3. Correlative (surrounding an adverb or adjective) 

   Example: so...that  

Function 
Conjunctions have two basic functions or "jobs": 
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1. Coordinating conjunctions are used to join two parts of a sentence that are 

grammatically equal. The two parts may be single words or clauses, for example: 
- Jack and Jill went up the hill. 
- The water was warm, but I didn't go swimming. 
2. Subordinating conjunctions are used to join a subordinate dependent clause to a 

main clause, for example: 
- I went swimming although it was cold.  

Position 
1. Coordinating conjunctions joins parts of a sentence (for example words or 

independent clauses) that are grammatically equal or similar and they always come 
between the words or clauses that they join.  
2. Subordinating conjunctions usually come at the beginning of the subordinate 

clause.  A subordinating conjunction joins a subordinate (dependent) clause to a main 
(independent) clause: 
Example: Ram went swimming although it was raining. 

1. Here Ram went swimming is a main or independent clause. 
2. Although is Subordinating conjunction. 
3. Although it was raining is a Subordinate or dependent clause.  

Use of Conjunction:  

1. Conjunctions joining words: 
Words can be nouns, verbs, adjectives or adverbs. 
Example: 

1. I have a car and a house. (Joining two nouns) 
2. I have a pen and a book. (Joining two nouns) 
3. He joked and we laughed. (Joining two verbs) 
4. She is beautiful and tall. (Joining two adjectives) 
5. He eats quickly and noisily. (Joining two adverbs)  

2. Conjunctions joining phrases: 
   A phrase is a group of words acting as a single part of speech and not containing 

both    
   a subject and a verb. It is a part of a sentence, and does not express a complete 

thought  

Example: The fisherman is happy walking along the beach and carrying a 
bucketfull of fish. 
Walking along the beach and a bucketful of fish are 2 separate phrases.  

3. Conjunctions joining sentences: 
   1. He walked to his car. He got into it (2 separate sentences) 
       Ans. He walked to his car and got into it (2 separate sentences joined by 

conjunction)  
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    2. Will you have tea? Will you have coffee? (2 separate sentences)  
     Ans. Will you have tea or coffee? (2 separate sentences joined by conjunction)  

   3. She is tired. She cannot sleep. (2 separate sentences) 
      Ans. She is tired but she cannot sleep. (2 separate sentences joined by 

conjunction)   

4. Conjunctions joining clauses 
Definition: A Clause is a part of a sentence that usually contains a Subject and a Verb. 

It is usually connected to the other part of the Sentence by a Conjunction. It is not a 
complete sentence on its own.   

Example:  
1. What you say and what you do are two different things 
     Here what you say and what you do are two separate clauses.  

Exercise 40 - Read the following sentences contains the conjunctions “and or 'but. 
1. My aunty has a son and two daughters 
2. The naughty took a stone and threw it at a bird. 
3. The fisherman is poor but honest. 
4. We hailed a taxi but the driver did not see us. 
5. Eagles and hawks are birds. 
6. He ran very fast in the race but slipped and fell. 
7. I went to the grocery store but it was closed. 
8. He opened his wallet and took out some money. 
9. He went to the plum tree and plucked a few plums. 
10. The street musician played his music loud but nobody listened to him. 
11. He owns a motor-cycle but does not own a car. 
12. She turned off the television and went to bed. 
13. My brother walked to the gate and closed it. 
14. Will you have an orange or an apple? 
15. My family went to the cinema but I stayed at home. 
16. The actor was tall and handsome. 
17. He always sleeps early but gets up late. 
18. I met both Debby and her cousin yesterday. 
19. Mrs. Collins is old but her husband is young. 
20. He ran to the telephone booth and called the police.  

Exercise 41 
Read the following sentences contains the conjunctions - and, although, because, but, 

or, so, either and neither. 
1. Do you like coffee or

 

tea or

 

both? 
2. Babies usually cry because

 

they are hungry. 
3. You may borrow this red pen or

 

that blue one. 
4. I knocked on the door but

 

not answer so

 

I went away. 
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5. The little boy can lift the box although

 
it is quite heavy. 

6. He has to get up early in the morning so

 
he goes to bed early. 

7. She took out some money and

 
paid the man. 

8. She won the contest because

 
she was the best candidate. 

9. He always has many girl friends but

 
he is not married. 

10. Is his brother still studying or

 
already working? 

11. I missed the train although

 
I hurried to the station. 

12. She looked into the mirror and

 

started to smile. 
13. Although seventy years old, my grandfather still goes jogging. 
14. We had to help her or

 

she would be annoyed with us. 
15. Ask either

 

Mary or

 

Lucy. One of them knows the answer. 
16. You should buy that blue suit. Both

 

the coat and

 

trousers fit you well. 
17. You must give me more time or

 

I shan't be able to complete the job. 
18. She hasn't seen the boys today. Neither

 

Roy nor

 

Joseph has been here. 
19. Alfred got up late this morning and

 

missed the bus./Alfred not only

 

got up 
late this morning but also

 

missed the bus. 
20. “Would you marry a man who has neither

 

fame nor

 

money?” Mary asked her 
best friend. 

21. They can watch either

 

the detective series or

 

the foreign movie. 
22. Mother said, “You either

 

help me prepare dinner or

 

do your homework.” 
23. The children at the deaf-mute centre can neither

 

hear nor

 

speak. 
24. Bill was so worried about his coming examination results that he 

could neither

 

sleep nor

 

eat properly. 
25. Those thugs should be arrested or

 

they will continue to terrorize the residents 
here. 

26. The children are tired but

 

happy after their trip to the zoo. 
27. We have enough spices for only one type of curry. We can 

cook either

 

chicken curry or

 

mutton curry. 
28. Sarah wished to attend the dance party but

 

she did not have a partner. 
29. The boy is really talented. He not only

 

knows how to play the piano but

 

can 
also compose music. 

30. Neither

 

the men nor

 

their supervisor is to be blamed for the mishap.  

Examples: 
Prepositions of place are used to clarify a specific place. Place prepositions are used 

with all nouns. The preposition usually comes before the noun or the pronoun. The 
preposition never comes before a verb.  
Common Place Prepositions: 

1. aboard - She is aboard the boat. 
2. above - The picture is above the sofa. 
3. across - My house is across the street. 
4. against - The desk is against the wall. 
5. around - My house is around the block. 
6. at - Is your house at the end of the street. 
7. at the back of - We are going to sit at the back of the theater. 
8. at the bottom of - The coins are at the bottom of the lake. 
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9. at the top of - The books are at the top of the shelves. 
10. between - We sit between the two boys.  
11. behind - The girls sit behind the two boys. 
12. below - The desk is below the window 
13. by - The books are by the door. 
14. in - I live in the big green and white house. 
15. inside - I live inside the big green house. 
16. on the corner of - We live on the corner of 3rd avenue 
17. in the middle of - We live in the middle of the street. 
18. near - I don't live near the supermarket. 
19. next to - I live next to my best friend. 
20. to the left of - The blue box is to the left of the green box. 
21. to the right of - The orange box is to the right of the yellow box. 
22. on - The sun heater is on the top of the building. 
23. on the side of - There is a big sign on the side of the house. 
24. on top of - There is a man on the top of the roof. 
25. on the other side of - Do you see what is going on over there on the other 

side of the roof? 
26. opposite - The post office is on the opposite side of the street.  
27. outside - The car is outside the garage.  
28. under - The blanket is under the bed in a box.. 
29. underneath - The pen is underneath the box.   

Exercise 42  
Fill in the blanks with these words:  although, and, because, but, or, since, so, unless, 

until, when.  

1. Things were different _____ I was young. 
2. I do it _____ I like it. 
3. Let us wait here _____ the rain stops. 
4. You cannot be a lawyer  _____ you have a law degree. 
5. That was years _____ years ago. 
6. She has not called _____ she left last week. 
7. I saw him leaving an hour _____ two ago. 
8. This is an expensive _____ very useful book. 
9. We were getting tired _____ we stopped for a rest. 
10. He was angry _____ he heard when happened. 
11. Walk quickly _____ you will be late. 
12. He had to retire _____ of ill health. 
13. We will go swimming next Sunday _____ it's raining. 
14. I heard a noise _____ I turned the light on. 
15. Would you like a coffee _____ tea? 
16. Do you know _____ she will arrive? 
17. _____ the car is old it still runs well. 
18. Do you want a pen _____ a bit of paper? 
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19. I would like to go _____ I am too busy. 
20. She will die _____ the doctors operate immediately.  

LESSON 12 - PUNCTUATION 

  
Definition: Punctuation is used to create sense, clarity and stress in sentences.  

Note- Punctuation means making points. It means putting the right kind of points in 
the right place so as to mark the exact length and meaning of sentences. Proper 
punctuation is essential in written English to enable the reader to understand what it is 
you are trying to say. Spacing with punctuation is also important to make your writing 
readable. Here are some English punctuation rules. 

Common Punctuation Marks -  
1. .     full stop (period USA) 
2. !    exclamation mark 
3. ?  question mark 
4. ,  comma  
5. :  colon  
6. ;  semi colon  
7. '  apostrophe  
8. " "  quotation marks 
9. hyphen [ - ] 
10. Apostrophes [']   

Types of Punctuations used  

1) The Comma

  

A. Using the comma to separate phrases, words, or clauses in lists 
1. A series of phrases 
On my birthday I went to the cinema, ate dinner in a restaurant, and went dancing. 
2. A series of nouns 
The meal consisted of soup, fish, chicken, dessert and coffee. 
3. A series of adjectives 
She was young, beautiful, kind, and intelligent. 

Note: if an adjective is modifying another adjective you do not separate them with a 
comma - e.g. She wore a bright red shirt. 
4. A series of verbs 
Tony ran towards me, fell, yelled, and fainted. 
B. Using the comma to enclose insertions or comments. The comma is placed on 

either side of the insertion. 
China, one of the most powerful nations on Earth, has a huge population. 
C. Use the comma in 'tag questions' 
She lives in Paris, doesn't she? 
We haven't met, have we? 
D. Use to mark off interjections like 'please', 'thank you', 'yes', and 'no' 
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Yes, I will stay a little longer, thank you.  

2) Full Stop

 
The period (known as a full stop in British English) is probably the simplest of 

the punctuation marks to use. 
You use it like a knife to cut the sentences to the required length. Generally, you can 

break up the sentences using the full stop at the end of a logical and complete thought 
that looks and sounds right to you. Use the full stop 
1. To mark the end of a sentence, which is not a question or an exclamation. 

a. Rome is the capital of Italy. 
b. I was born in Australia and now live in Indonesia. 
c. The Dalai Lama is the spiritual leader of the Tibetan people. 

2. To indicate an abbreviation   
a. I will be in between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
Note: Dr and Mr and Mrs and Ms do not take a full stop nor do most abbreviations 

taken from the first capital letters such as MA Phd CNN 
3. Special case - three dots 
Often you will see a sentence concluding with three dots. This indicates that only part 

of the sentence or text has been quoted or that it is being left up to the reader to 
complete the rest of the sentence. 

a. The Lord's Prayer begins, 'Our Father which are in Heaven...' 
4. Full stop after a single word 
Sometimes a single word can form the sentence. In this case you place a full stop after 

the word as you would in any other sentence. 
a. "Goodbye." 

  b. "Hello." 
Note: This is often the case when the subject is understood as in a greeting or a 

command such as "Stop."  

3) Question Mark

 

Use the question mark: 
1. At the end of all direct questions  

a. What is your name? 
b. Do you speak Italian? 
c. You're Spanish, aren't you? 

2. Do not use the question mark or reported questions 
a. He asked me what my name was. 
b. She asked if I was Spanish. 
c. Ask them where they are going. 

4) The Exclamation Mark 
1. The exclamation mark is used to express exasperation, astonishment or 

surprise or to emphasize a comment or short, sharp phrase. 
For example: 

1. Help! Help! 
2. That's unbelievable! 
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3. Get out! 
4. Look out! 

2. You can also use it to mark a phrase as humorous, ironic or sarcastic. 
1. What a lovely day! (when it obviously is not a lovely day) 
2. That was clever! (when someone has done something stupid)  

3. Some general remarks: 
1. Don't overuse the exclamation mark 
2. Don't include a series of exclamation marks.  
      1. I'll never get it right!!!!  

5) Brackets 
Brackets and Parentheses 
The difference between a 'bracket' and a 'parentheses' can be a bit confusing. 
Generally, parentheses refers to round brackets () and brackets to square brackets []. 
However, we are more and more used to hearing these referred to simply as 'round 
brackets' or 'square brackets'. 
Usually we use square brackets - [ ] - for special purposes such as in technical 
manuals.   

Round brackets - ( ) -, or 'parentheses' are used in a similar way to commas when we 
want to add further explanation, an afterthought, or comment that is to do with our 
main line of thought but distinct from it. 
Many grammarians feel that the parentheses can, in fact, be replaced by commas in 
nearly all cases.  

For example: 
1. Further explanation - The government's education report (April 2005) shows that 
the level of literacy is rising in nearly all areas. 
2. Comment - I visited Kathmandu (which was full of tourists) on my way to the 
Himalayas for a trekking expedition. 
3. afterthought - You can eat almost anything while travelling in Asia if you are 
careful to observe simple rules (avoiding unboiled or unbottled water is one of the 
main rules to be aware of.)  

6) Semi Colon 
The semicolon is somewhere between a weak full stop and a strong comma and used 
to join phrases and sentences without having to use a conjunction (and, but etc.) 
where the phrases or sentences are thematically linked but independent. 
Example: 
Many great leaders; Churchill, leader of Britain during the Second World War; 
Alexander, the great Roman Emperor and general; and Napolean, the brilliant French 
general, had great strengths of character which were useful when their countries were 
at war but also great weaknesses which did not serve them so well in times of peace. 
Notice how the semicolon works with the comma to enclose the connected phrases 
while the whole forms one logical sentence  
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7) The Colon 
The colon expands on the sentence that precedes it. 

Use a colon to mean "note what follows."  
Example: When you go to training, take these items: paper, pencil, and an alert 
mind. 
Use a colon before a long, formal statement or quotation.  
Example: We remember Lincoln's Gettysburg Address: Four score and seven years 
ago.... 

8) The Apostrophe 
The apostrophe probably causes more grief than any of the other punctuation marks 
put together! 
The problem nearly always seems to stem from users not understanding that the 
apostrophe has two very different (and very important) uses in English. 
1. to show possession and ownership - e.g. Jack's car. Mary's father. 
2. to indicate a contraction - he's (he is), we're (we are), they're (they are) 
These two examples show the apostrophe being used for possession (sentence 1) and 
contraction (sentence 2) 

1. Colombia's coffee exports have risen steadily over the past decade. 
2. Colombia's one of the main coffee producing countries in the world.  

9) The Possessive Apostrophe 
In most cases you simply need to add  's to a noun to show possession: 
a ship's captain, a doctor's patient, a car's engine, Ibrahim's coat, Mirianna's book. 
Plural nouns that do not end in s also follow this rule: 
the children's room, the men's work, the women's club 
Ordinary (or common) nouns that end in s, both singular and plural, show 
possession simply by adding an ' after the s but proper nouns (names of people, 
cities, countries etc.) can form the possessive either by adding the's or simply 
adding the ': 
The Hughes' home (or the Hughes's home), Mr Jones's shop (or Mr Jones' shop), 
Charles' book (or Charles's book) 
the ladies' tennis club, the teachers' journal, the priests' church (note that the priest's 
church would only be referring to one priest while the priests' church refers to a 
group.) 
General notes: Many people want to know how to form the possessive of their own 
name when it ends in an 's' or when referring to the whole family, e.g. The Jones' 
children. 
Today it is no longer considered incorrect to use either form (Jones's or Jones') and 
many large organizations now drop the ' completely (e.g. Barclays Bank, Missing 
Persons Bureau) when publishing their name. 
The Apostrophe For Contraction 
The most of contracted apostrophes is for: 

1. hasn’t = has not 
2. can't = can not 
3. there's = there is 
4. mustn't = must not 
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5. I'm = I am 
6. it's = it is 
7. let's = let us 
8. I've = I have (also they've, we've) 
9. she's = she has or she is (also he's) 

Remember: 
it's = it is (a contraction) while its = possession 
who's = who is (a contraction) while whose = possession  

10) Hyphens and Dashes 
A hyphen joins two or more words together (e.g. x-ray, door-to-door) while a 
dash separates words into parenthetical statements (e.g. She was trapped - no 
escape was possible. 
Hyphens: 
Generally, hyphens are used to avoid confusion or ambiguity but today most words 
that have been hyphenated quite quickly drop the hyphen and become a single word 
(e.g. e-mail and email, now-a-days and nowadays). In many cases though a hyphen 
does make the sense clear: 

1. I am thinking of re-covering my sofa (to put a new cover on it) 
2. I would like to recover my sofa. (perhaps from someone who has borrowed it 
as this means 'to get it back') 

Hyphens and numbers 
1. Use a hyphen with compound numbers from twenty-one to ninety-nine. 
fifty-one 
2. In written fractions place a hyphen between the numerator and denominator. 

two-fifths 
[Exception] if there is already a hyphen in either the numerator or the denominator, 
you omit the hyphen between the numerator and denominator. 
sixty-nine eighty-ninths (not 'sixty-nine-eighty-ninths') 
twenty-two thirty-thirds 
3. Use a hyphen when the number forms part of an adjectival compound: 
France has a 35-hour working week. 
Charles Dickens was a great nineteenth-century novelist. 
Usage 
Consult your dictionary if you are not sure but remember that current usage may be 
more up-to-date (not uptodate... yet!) than your dictionary. There are some cases 
where hyphens preserve written clarity such as where there are letter collisions (co-
operate, bell-like) or where a prefix is added (anti-nuclear, post-colonial), or in 
family relations (great-grandmother, son-in-law.) 
Dashes: 
Use a dash to indicate an abrupt break in thought. 
Example: The truth is--and you probably know it--we can't do without you. 

Use a dash to mean namely, in other words, or that is before an explanation.  
Example: It was a close call--if he had been in a worse mood, I don't think I'd still be 
here.  
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11) Capital Letters  

They are used when 
1. at the start of a sentence 
a. Bali is an Indonesian Island. 
2. with proper nouns (particular persons, places and things): 
a. Mary was born on Tuesday the sixth of June, 1998. She lives at 10 Greenstoke 
Avenue, Newbay, Bristol, Spain. 
3. with adjectives that come from proper nouns 
a. They live in a Georgian house. 
b. He loved Japanese films. 
4. for the first and all of the main words in titles 
a. The Queen of England 
b. The University of Delaware. 
5. For the pronoun 'I' 
a. In the future I hope that I will be able to visit Turkey.  

12) Quotes 
Although you will still see the double quotation marks used to quote direct speech it 
is more and more common to punctuate speech and direct quotations with single 
quotation marks with the double quotation marks reserved for quoting 'speech within 
speech'. 
Example: 
'I haven't spoken to Peter for months,' Dianne said.'The last time I spoke to him he 
said, "I'm going to Bahrain and won't be back for about three years", I've heard 
nothing since then'. 
Notice that the comma is placed within the quotation marks and that double 
quotation marks are only used when the quoted speaker is quoting someone else 
directly. 
Other uses of the quotation mark 
You will also have seen the single quotation marks used to mark out idiomatic 
expressions such as - 
I've always thought that he was very annoying, a bit of a 'pain in the neck.' 
They are also used outside of speech when quoting the title of a journal article: 
'The Migration Flight of the Lesser Tweazle', by Jeremey Adams, in The Bird 
Spotter Magazine, July 2001. 
(Note that there are a number of ways of organizing such things as bibliographies 
which set out standard formats. Most organizations and academic institutions will 
prefer one of these or have their own format published in a 'style guide'.)  

Exercise 43:  

Read the paragraph and find out the punctuations. 

A paragraph without Punctuation 
perhaps you don’t always need to use commas periods colons etc to make sentences 
clear when i am in a hurry tired cold lazy or angry i sometimes leave out punctuation 
marks grammar is stupid i can write without it and dont need it my uncle Harry once 
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said he was not very clever and i never understood a word he wrote to me i think ill 
learn some punctuation not too much enough to write to Uncle Harry he needs some 
help 
The same paragraph after Punctuation 
Perhaps you don't always need to use commas, periods, colons etc. to make sentences 
clear. When I am in a hurry, tired, cold, lazy, or angry I sometimes leave out 
punctuation marks. 
"Grammar is stupid! I can write without it and don't need it." my uncle Harry once 
said. He was not very clever and I never understood a word he wrote to me. I think 
I'll learn some punctuation - not too much, enough to write to Uncle Harry. He needs 
some help!  

LESSON 13 - TENSES

  

Definition: The word tense is from the Latin word tempus, which means time. 
English marks tense in verbs. The tense of a verb shows the time of an action or event.  
English has three tenses: the past, the present and the future. 
1. The present tense refers to the moment of speaking. With most English verbs the 

present tense is marked by the suffix –s in the third person singular but otherwise has 
no marking at all. 
2. The past tense refers to a time before the moment of speaking. With most English 

verbs, the past tense is marked by the suffix –ed, though a number of verbs have an 
irregular past tense. 
3. The future tense correlates with time later than the time of speaking. 
Note - Each of these three main tenses has four forms: the simple, the continuous, 

the perfect and the perfect continuous   

 I. PRESENT TENSE 
Definition: The verb tense expressing action in the present time, as in She writes; she 

is writing. Types of Present tense are simple present, present continuous, present 
perfect and present perfect continuous.   

1. SIMPLE PRESENT  
Definition: Present tenses in which actions that are repeated or habitual / States / 
Statements that are always true are called simple present tenses.  

Form  
1. Affirmative 

I write.  
She writes.  
You write.  

2. Negative 
I do not write.  
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She does not write.  
You do not write.  

3. Question 
Do I write? 
Does she write? 
Do you write?   

USAGE  

A. Permanent situations 
We use the simple present tense to talk about permanent situations, or about things 

that happen regularly, repeatedly or all the time. 
1. He goes for a walk every morning. 
2. I get up at 6.30. 
3. Ann works for an insurance company. 
4. John writes with his left hand. 

B. Timeless truths 
We use the simple present tense to express timeless truths. 

1. The earth revolves round the sun. 
2. Heat expands bodies. 
3. Mongooses kill snakes. 

C. Series of events 
When we talk about completed actions and events that happen as we speak or write, 

we usually use the simple present. This happens, for example, in demonstrations and 
commentaries. 
The two boxers sparred for some time. Suddenly Joe Louis jumps at his opponent and 

with a terrific upper cut knocks him out for the full count. 
D. Here comes … etc. 

Note the structure here comes … and there goes … 
1. There goes the dinner bell. 
2. Here comes the villain of the piece. 

Pronoun subjects come directly after here and there. 
Here she comes. 
There it goes. 
E. Talking about the future 
The simple present is used to refer to future events which are time tabled. 

1. Her train leaves at 3 o' clock. 
2. The next flight is at 5 o' clock tomorrow morning. 
3. The match begins at 9 am. 
4. I start my new job tomorrow. 

The simple present is often used instead of will … in subordinate clauses that refer 
to the future. 

1. I will phone you when I get home. 
E. Formal correspondence 
Some fixed phrases that are used in letter-writing can be expressed either in the 
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simple present (more formal) or in the present progressive (less formal). 
We look forward to hearing from you. (less formal: We are looking forward to 

hearing from you.) 
I enclose my cheque for $100. (less formal: I am enclosing …)  

2. PRESENT CONTINUOUS/PRESENT PROGRESSIVE 
Definition: The Present Progressive is used for actions that have begun but not 
finished. It can also be used to talk about future arrangements 
Form 
Affirmative 

I am writing.  
She is writing.  
You are writing.  

Negative 
I am not writing.  
She is not writing.  
You are not writing.  

Question 
Am I writing?  
Is she writing?  
Are you writing?  

USAGE 
A. To denote time around now 
We use the present progressive to talk about temporary actions and situations that 

are going on ‘around now’. 
1. It is raining. 
2. I am writing letters. 
3. She is having a bath at the moment. 
4. Hurry up! We are all waiting for you. 
5. What are you doing? I am doing my homework. 
6. The kettle is boiling. 

The present progressive suggests that the action began before the moment of 
speaking; it is going on at the moment of speaking and will probably go on after the 
moment of speaking. 
B. Developing and changing situations 
The present progressive can be used to talk about developing and changing 

situations. 
1. The universe is expanding. 
2. It is getting darker. 
3. The climate is getting warmer. 
4. You are getting younger every day. 

C. Talking about the future 
We often use the present progressive to talk about the future. 
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1. She is leaving for Mumbai on Monday. 
2. What are you doing tomorrow evening? 
3. Janet is coming soon. 

D. Physical feelings 
Verbs that refer to physical feelings (e.g. hurt, ache, feel) can often be used 

in simple or progressive tenses without much difference of meaning. 
1. My tooth aches. OR My tooth is aching. 
2. How do you feel? OR How are you feeling? 

Verbs not used in progressive forms 
There are some verbs which are never or hardly ever used in progressive forms. 
Examples are: believe, love, doubt, hate, suppose, prefer, imagine, realise, understand, 

know, want, remember, wish, like, need etc. 
1. I like his attitude. (NOT I am liking …) 
2. I rang her up because I needed to talk. (NOT … because I was needing to 

talk.) 
3. I have only known her for two days. (NOT I have only been knowing her …) 
4. Some other verbs are not used in progressive forms when they have certain 

meanings. 
Examples are: feel (= have an opinion), see (= understand), think (= have an opinion), 

look (= seem). 
1. I am seeing the doctor at eight o’clock. 
2. I see (= understand) what you mean. (NOT I am seeing what …) 
3. I am feeling fine. OR I fell fine. 
4. I feel (= have an opinion) we shouldn’t do it. (NOT I am feeling we shouldn’t 

do it.) 
5. I think (= have an opinion) she is right. (NOT I am thinking …)  

3. PRESENT PERFECT 
Definition: An aspect of the verb expressing an action that began in the past and which 
has been completed or continues into the present. The present perfect is formed by 
combining has or have with a past participle.  

Form  

Affirmative 
I have written  
She has written.  
You have written  

Negative 
I have not written.  
She has not written.  
You have not written.  

Question 
Have I written?  
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Has she written?  
Have you written?  

USAGE 
A. Past events connected with the present 
We can use the present perfect tense to say that a finished action or event is 

connected with the present in some way. 
1. He has broken his leg. (His leg is broken now.) 
2. Somebody has let the cat in. (The cat is in now.) 
3. Our dog has died. (Our dog is dead.) 

B. Recent events 
We normally use the present perfect for giving news of recent events. 
And here are the main points of the news again. The rupee has fallenagainst the 

dollar. The number of unemployed has reached ten million. There has been a plane 
crash … 
Note that after using the present perfect to announce a piece of news, we usually 

change to simple or progressive tenses to give the details. 
The present perfect is not used to talk about a finished event, if we say when it 

happened. 
Compare: 

1. There has been a plane crash near Tokyo. 
2. There was a plane crash near Tokyo last night. 
3. I have had a word with the boss. 
4. I had a word with the boss today. 

C. With indefinite time adverbs 
We often use the present perfect tense for past events when we are thinking of a 

period of time continuing up to the present – for example when we use indefinite time 
adverbs like ever, before, never, yet and already. 

1. I am sure we have met before. 
2. Have you ever seen a ghost? 
3. Has he come yet? 

With more definite expressions of ‘time up to now’ (e.g. today, this week) we usually 
prefer a simple past tense in affirmative clauses. In questions and negatives, we 
use the present perfect. 

I have spoken to him about my holiday. 
I spoke to him today about my holiday. (more natural than I have spoken to him 

today ...) 
Have you seen Alice this week? 
I haven’t seen Alice this week. 
I saw Alice this week. (more natural than I have seen Alice this week) 

D. Past events that cannot be attributed to a definite time 
The present perfect is used to talk about past events that cannot be attributed to a 
definite time. 

I have visited Africa and Latin America. 
He has done a lot for me. 
I have never known him to be angry. 
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I have been to Europe twice. 

E. Continuation up to now 
We often use the present perfect to talk about how long present situations have lasted. 

1. We have known each other for ten years. 
2. We have lived in this city since 1995. 
3. I have studied hard for years. 

Present perfect and simple past: differences 
We do not use the present perfect with expressions that refer to a completely 

finished period of time, like yesterday, last week, when, then, five years ago, in 
1995. The simple past is used with this meaning. 

1. I saw Alice yesterday. (NOT I have seen Alice yesterday.) 
2. I was born in 1979. 
3. She died three years ago. 
4. John left ten minutes ago. 

American English 
In American English, the simple past is often used to give news. 
Did you hear? France declared/has declared war on Britain. 
(GB Have you heard? France has declared war on Britain.) 

1. Lucy just called. (GB Lucy has just called.) 
2. Honey, I lost/ have lost the keys. (GB Honey, I have lost the keys.) 

this is the first time etc. 
We use a present perfect tense in sentences constructed withthis/it/that is the 

first/second/third/only/best/worst/etc. 
1. This is the fifth time you have asked me the same question. 
2. It is one of the most interesting books I have ever read. 
3. This is the first time I have heard her sing.  

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS/PRESENT PERFECT PROGRESSIVE 
TENSE 
Definition: The Present Perfect Progressive is used to emphasise the duration of a 
recent past activity. It can also be used for actions that began in the past and are still 
going on now.  

Form  
Affirmative 

I have been writing  
She has been writing. 
You have been writing.  

Negative 
I have not been writing.  
She has not been writing. 
You have not been writing.  

Question 
Have I been writing?  
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Has she been writing? 
Have you been writing?  

USAGE 
We use the present perfect progressive to talk about situations which started in the 

past and are still going on, or which have just stopped and have present results. 
1. I have seen reading since morning. 
2. We have been waiting for ages. 
3. ‘You look exhausted.’ ‘Yes, I have been running. ’ 

We cannot use the present perfect progressive with expressions that refer to a 
finished period of time. 
Present progressive and present perfect progressive: differences 
Both the present perfect progressive and present progressive can be used to talk 

about situations which started in the past and are still going on. The difference is that 
the present perfect progressive has an ‘up to now’ focus. It is common when we are 
talking about how long a situation has lasted. 

1. It is raining again. 
2. It has been raining since Christmas. (NOT It is raining since Christmas.) 
3. I am learning English. 
4. I have been learning English for two years. (NOT I am learning English for 

two years.) 
Present perfect and present perfect progressive: differences 
Both the present perfect and present perfect progressive can be used to talk about 

recent actions and situations that have present results. There is an important 
difference. The present perfect progressive focuses on the idea of continuity. The 
present perfect, on the other hand, looks more at the ideas of completion. 

1. I have been painting the house. (focus on continuous activity) 
2. I have painted two rooms since lunchtime. 
3. I have been reading your book. (focus on continuous activity) 
4. I have read your book. (focus on completion) 

Temporary and permanent 
We prefer the present perfect progressive to talk about more temporary actions and 

situations; when we talk about longer-lasting or permanent situations we often use the 
present perfect. 

1. He has been standing at the gate all day. 
2. For 1000 years the castle has stood on the hill above the village. 
3. I have been living in Mumbai for the last month. 
4. My parents have lived in Chennai all their lives.  

II. PAST TENSE  
Definition: Some event that has been done before. The types of past tense are simple 

past, past continuous, past perfect and past perfect continuous.   

1. SIMPLE PAST 
Definition: The Past Simple tense, also called the Simple Past, is used for past actions 
that happened either at a specific time, which can either be given by a time phrase 
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(yesterday, last year, etc.) or understood from the context. Regular Verbs add -ed to 
the base form, or -d if the verbs ends with -e. Irregular verbs can change in many 
different ways. The verb form is the same for all persons: 
Example: I liked, you liked, she/he/it liked, we liked, they liked. 
NOTE: After the auxiliary verb, Did/Didn't, it returns to the base form: 

1. Did you take it? 
2. She didn't like it.  

Form  

Affirmative 
I wrote.  
She wrote.  
You wrote.  

Negative 
I did not write.  
She did not write.  
You did not write.  

Question 
Did I write?  
Did she write?  
Did you write?   

USAGE: 
We use the simple past tense to talk about many kinds of past events: short, quickly 

finished actions, longer situations, and repeated events. 
I spent all my childhood in Canada. 
I visited my grandfather yesterday. 
John left 10 minutes ago. 

The simple past is common in story-telling. 
Once upon a time there lived a rich man. One day, he met a beautiful princess and … 
The simple past is often used with references to finished periods and time 

expressions. 
He died last year. 
I met her yesterday mornin  

2. PAST CONTINUOUS/ past progressive tense 
Definition: a progressive tense used to describe on-going action in the past; "`I had 
been running' is an example of the past progressive" 
Form   

Affirmative 
I was writing.  
She was writing.  
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You were writing.  

Negative 
I was not writing.  
She was not writing.  
You were not writing.   

Question 
Was I writing?  
Was she writing?  
Were you writing?  

USAGE 
A. To talk about past events in progress 
The past progressive is used to talk about events that were in progress around a 

particular past time. 
‘What were you doing yesterday evening?’ 
‘I was watching TV.’ 
At 7 am this morning, I was doing my homework. 

The past progressive is also used to stress that an activity was in progress at every 
moment during a period of time. 

I was resting all day yesterday. 
Past progressive and simple past 
We often use the past progressive together with a simple past tense. The past 

progressive refers to a longer background action or situation; the simple past refers to a 
shorter action or event that happened in the middle of the longer action. 

I was having a bath when the telephone rang. 
As I was driving down the street, I saw Peter. 
They were sleeping when the thieves broke in. 

Past progressive and simple past: differences 
B. Duration 
The past progressive is used to talk about temporary actions or situations. For 

longer, more permanent situations we use the simple past. 
It happened while I was living in Mumbai last year. 
I lived in Chennai for ten years while I was a child. 

C. Repeated actions 
We do not normally use the past progressive to talk about repeated or habitual past 

actions. The simple past is used with this meaning. 
I phoned him four times. (NOT I was phoning four times.) 
I rang the bell seven times. (NOT I was ringing the bell seven times.) 

However, the past progressive can be used with always, continuallyand similar 
words to talk about things that happened repeatedly and unexpectedly. 

He was always bringing us nice gifts. 
I didn’t like him - he was continually making troubles. 

3. PAST PERFECT 
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Definition: For actions that happened before related past events or times. eg: When she 
arrived, all the tickets had gone. eg: I'd never heard of it until last week. 
Form 
The past perfect tense 
Affirmative 

I had written.  
She had written.  
You had written.  

Negative 
I had not written.  
She had not written.  
You had not written.  

Question 
Had I written?  
Had she written?  
Had you written?  

USAGE 
A. To refer to the ‘earlier past’ 
The past perfect tense denotes an action completed at some point in the past before 

some other past action commenced. When two actions in the past have to be referred 
to, the past perfect is used for the earlier action and the simple past for the later one. 

1. I had seen him twice before he left for New York. 
2. The train had left before I reached the station. 
3. The patient had died before the doctor came. 
4. She had left before I reached home. 

Note that we can use time conjunctions (e.g. after, before, as soon as) to talk about 
two actions or events that happen one after the other. Usually the past perfect is not 
necessary in these cases, though it can be used. 

After he (had) finished his exam, he went to London. 
As soon as I (had) put the phone down, it rang again. 

B. To talk about unrealized hopes and wishes 
The past perfect can be used to talk about an unrealized hope, wish etc. 
I had hoped that Ann would be a doctor, but she wasn't good at science. 
C. To talk about past events that did not happen 
After if, wish and would rather, the past perfect can be used to talk about past events 

that did not happen. 
If I had gone to university, I would have studied science. 
I wish you had told me the truth. 

4. PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS 
Definition : The Past Perfect Progressive is used for actions that were unfinished 
when another action, etc, took place. Eg: I had been living there for years before I got 
married. 
Form 
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Affirmative 

I had been writing.  
She had been writing. 
You had been writing.  

Negative 
I had not been writing.  

She had not been writing. 
You had not been writing.  

Question 
Had I been writing?  
Had she been writing? 
Had you been writing? 

USAGE 
We use the past perfect progressive to talk about longer actions or situations which 

had continued up to the past moment that we are thinking about, or shortly before it. 
The President had been speaking for about half an hour when trouble started. 
When I found Ann, I could see that she had been crying. 
I had been reading the novel for hours when the lights suddenly went out. 
Past perfect and past perfect progressive: differences 
The perfect progressive tenses are often used to talk about more temporary actions 

and situations; when we talk about longer-standing or permanent situations we 
prefer perfect tenses. 

My legs were stiff because I had been standing still for a long time. 
They lived in a castle which had stood on a hill above the village for 1000 years.  

III. FUTURE TENSE  
Some event that will be done after a period of time.types of future tenses  include 

simple future, future continuous and future perfect 
SIMPLE FUTURE 

Definition: Describing the tense which describes a future action; uses forms 
of will, shall of be going to 
Form  

Affirmative 
I shall/will write.  
She will write.  
You will write.  

Negative 
I shall/will not write.  
She will not write.  
You will not write.  
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Question 

Shall/will I write?  
Will she write?  
Will you write?  

USAGE:  
British people use I shall/I will and we shall/ we will with no difference of meaning 

in most situations. However, shall is becoming much less common than will. Shall is 
not normally used in American English.  

FUTURE CONTINUOUS/PROGRESSIVE   
Definition: progressive tense used to express action that will be on-going in the 

future; "`I will be running' is an example of the future progressive" 
Form.  

Affirmative 
I shall/will be writing.  
She will be writing.  
You will be writing.  

Negative 
I shall/will not be writing.  
She will not be writing.  
You will not be writing.  

Question 
Shall/will I be writing?  
Will she be writing?  
Will you be writing?   

USAGE 
We use the future progressive to say that an activity will be in progress at a particular 

moment in the future. 
The future progressive is also used to talk about future events which are fixed or 

arranged. It does not suggest the idea of personal intention. 
We shall be visiting Darjeeling in the summer.  
This time tomorrow I will be lying on the beach. 
I will be seeing you one of these days, I think. 
He will be having a nap in the afternoon. 

Predicting the present 
The future progressive can also be used to say what we think or guess is probably 

happening now. 
Don’t phone now – they will be having lunch. 
Polite enquiries 
The future progressive can be used to make polite enquiries about people's plans. 
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Compare: 

Will you be coming with me? (a polite enquiry about what has been arranged) 
Are you coming with me? (pressing for a decision) 
Will you come with me? (an instruction or order.) 

3. FUTURE PERFECT  
Definition: A perfective tense used to describe action that will be completed in the 

future  "`I will have finished' is an example of the future perfect" 
Form 
Affirmative 

I shall/will have written.  
She will have written. 
You will have written  

Negative 
I shall/will not have written.  
She will not have written.  
You will not not have written.  

Question 
Shall/will I have written?  
Will she have written? 
Will you have written?  

USAGE 
We use the future perfect tense to say that something will have been done,  

completed or achieved by a certain time in the future. 
We will have completed half the course

 

by Christmas. 
The builders say they will have finished the roof by Monday   

LESSON 14 - ACTIVE & PASSIVE VOICE

  

Definition: When we say what people and things do, we use active verb forms. When we say what 
happens to people and things - what is done to them - we often use passive verb forms. 

They built this house in 1960. (active) 
This house was built in 1960. (passive) 
This book will change your life. (active) 
Your life will be changed by this book. (passive) 
The object of an active verb corresponds to the subject of a passive verb. 
They built this house (object) in 1960. 
This house (subject) was built in 1960. 

In most cases, the subject of an active verb is not mentioned in the corresponding 
passive sentence. If it does have to be mentioned, this usually happens in an expression 
with by. 
This house was built in 1960 by Sir John Elton. 
Subject transformation -
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While making Passive, I and We will convert to by me and by us. 
While making Passive, you convert will convert to by you. 
While making Passive, He, She, It will convert to by him, by her, by it. 
While making  Passive  They will convert to By Them  

Verb transformation -

 
Example: to keep  
                                                                               
TENSE / VERB FORM   ACTIVE VOICE  PASSIVE VOICE  

Simple present     keeps    is kept  
Present continuous   is keeping   is being kept  
Simple past    kept    was kept  
Past continuous   was keeping   was being kept  
Present perfect   have kept   have been kept  
Past perfect    had kept   had been kept  
future    will keep   will be kept  
Conditional present  would keep   would be kept  
Conditional past   would have kept  would have been kept  
present infinitive   to keep   to be kept  
perfect infinitive   to have kept   to have been kept  
present participle/gerund  keeping   being kept  
perfect participle   having kept   having been kept  

Example sentences: 
Active: I keep the butter in the fridge. 
Passive: The butter is kept in the fridge.  

Active: They stole the painting. 
Passive: The painting was stolen.  

Active: They are repairing the road. 
Passive: The road is being repaired.  

Active: Shakespeare wrote Hamlet. 
Passive: Hamlet was written by Shakespeare.  

Active: A dog bit him. 
Passive: He was bitten by a dog.   

 Examples: Read Active and passive voice. 
1. Active:  I eat a mango. 
    Passive: A mango is eaten by me                                
2. Active: She had visited Bombay.  
    Passive: Bombay had been visited by her.                         
3. Active: Boys were learning a poem.   
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    Passive: A poem was being learnt by boys.        
4. Active: He brings our letters. 
    Passive: Our letters are brought by him.                      
5. Active: She is writing a letter.  
    Passive: A letter is being written by her.                     
6. Active: He has stolen my pen.  
    Passive:  My pen has been stolen by him.                    
7. Active: I saw a dog. 
    Passive: A dog was seen by me.                                     
8. Active: Ramesh was calling her. 
    Passive: She was being called by Ramesh.                 
9. Active: I had seen it. 
    Passive: It had been seen by me.                                 
10. Active: They will grow Vegetables.  
      Passive: Vegetables will be grown by them.   
11. Active: They will be printing a book. 
      Passive:  A book will be being printed by them.    
12. Active: He will have finished his work. 
      Passive:  His work will have been finished by him.      

Exercise 44: Change the voice: - 
1. They bring news.  
2. Children like mangoes.  
3. They break it into pieces.  
4. Radha sings film - songs. 
5. She tells stories.  
6. He teachers English.  
7. She asks good questions.  
8. He makes clay images.  
9. He helps his friends.  
10. Meena throws stones in the water.  

Exercise 45– Change the voice: - 
1. They are inviting us.  
2. They are making a show.  
3. Boys are calling the man.  
4. He is carrying a heavy burden. 
 5. He is driving a bus.  
6. Students are answering questions.  
7. They are driving him out.  
8. She is beating the child.  
9. Boys are calling me.  
10. I am bringing in bicycles.  

LESSON 15 - DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPEECH
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Definition:   
Direct speech is used to give the exact words used by another speaker. The words are 

given between quotation marks (" ") in writing:  
EG: "I'm coming now," he said.  

Indirect Speech (also called Reported Speech) is used to communicate what someone 
else said, but without using the exact words. The tenses of the verbs are often changed.  
EG: He said that he was going to come. (The person's exact words were "I'm going to 

come.")  

In Indirect speech we can report what another person says in two ways:   

1. By using the exact words of the speaker. 
Example: – He said to me, “Be careful!” This is the Direct Speech. We repeat the 

exact words used by the speaker and keep the exact words within quotation marks.   

2. By using our own words to repeat what the speaker said. 
Example –  
Direct: He said to me, “Be careful!”  
Indirect: He told me to be careful.   

This is the Indirect or Reported Speech. Notice that the past tense is used when the 
main verb ‘said’ is in the past tense. Here we do not use the quotation marks. We use 
an infinitive and we repeat the pronoun.   

Point need to be taken care when we change Direct Speech into Indirect Speech

  

1. Change all Present and Future Tenses in the Direct Speech into the Past Tenses in 
the Indirect Speech when the main verb ‘said’ is in the Past Tense.   
Direct: “Write carefully!” he said to me.  
Indirect: He told me to write carefully.    

2. Change a pronoun or a possessive adjective, and the tense of the verb to Past Tense. 
Direct: “Don’t drive so fast when you pass my school,” he said to me.  
Indirect: He asked me not to drive so fast when I passed his school.   

3. Use more than one “speech” verb if the Direct Speech contains more than one 
sentence.  

Direct: “Don’t quarrel with your sister,” my mother said. “Get on with your school 
homework.” 
Indirect: My mother told me not to quarrel with my sister. She told/asked me to get on 

with my school homework.   
4. In most cases, we do not change the tense of the verbs in Direct Speech when:  
The reporting verb is in the Simple Present tense (he says), the Present Perfect tense 

(she has told us) or the Simple Future tense (I will tell him).  
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Examples:  

Direct- “I’m tired,” he says every evening. 
Indirect - Every evening he says (that) he is tired.  

Direct- “They are late,” she has already told us. 
Indirect - She has already told us (that) they are late.  

Direct- “I will tell him, “The shop is shut.” 
Indirect - I will tell him (that) the shop is shut.  

5. We do not change the tense of verbs in Direct Speech if they make a statement 
which is always true or if the action is still continuing and a change of tense would 
give the wrong meaning.   

Direct- He told us, “The world is round.” 
Indirect - He told us that the world is round.  

Direct- “My brother is living in Australia.” 
Indirect - She said that her brother is living in Australia.  

The following changes are also need to made while making Direct to Indirect 
Speech :   

1. Change –  
shall to should 
will to would 
may to might 
can to could 
has to had  

2.  The pronoun is changed in person from first and second to third.  
1. I becomes  he or she,  
2. we  becomes   they,  
3. you  becomes   he, him, her or them   

3. Adjectives and Adverbs: 
Change:  

1. This to that, These to those, Now to then, Today to that day. 
2. Last night to on the previous night or the night before 
3. Tomorrow to the next day or the day after 
4. Here to there 
5. Yesterday to the previous day or the day before 
6. Thus to so; (in) that way.  

A.  Tense change:
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  1. Present simple to Past simple 

She said, "It’s cold." 
She said it was cold.   

2. Present continuous to Past continuous 
She said, "I'm teaching English online."   
She said she was teaching English online.   

3. Present perfect simple to Past perfect simple 
She said, "I've been on the web since 1999."  
She said she had been on the web since 1999.   

4. Present perfect continuous to Past perfect continuous 
She said, "I've been teaching English for seven years."  
She said she had been teaching English for seven years.   

5. Past simple to Past perfect 
She said, "I taught online yesterday."  
She said she had taught online yesterday.   

6. Past continuous to Past perfect continuous 
She said, "I was teaching earlier."  
She said she had been teaching earlier.   

7. Past perfect to Past perfect 
She said, "The lesson had already started when he arrived."  
NO CHANGE - She said the lesson had already started when he arrived.  

8. Past perfect continuous to Past perfect continuous 
She said, "I'd already been teaching for five minutes."  
NO CHANGE - She said she'd already been teaching for five minutes.   

B.  Modal verb forms also sometimes change: 

  

1. Will to would 
She said, "I'll teach English online tomorrow."  
She said she would teach English online tomorrow.   

2. Can to could 
She said, "I can teach English online."   
She said she could teach English online.   

3. Must to had to 
She said, "I must have a computer to teach English online."  
She said she had to have a computer to teach English online.   

4. Shall to should  
She said, "What shall we learn today?"  
She asked what we should learn today.   

5. May to might 
She said, "May I open a new browser?"  
She asked if she might open a new browser.  

Exercise 46- Rewrite the following in the Reported/Indirect Speech. 
1. He said, "I have eaten my lunch." 
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2. She said, "I am doing a degree at the university" 
3. The teacher said to the class, "Pay attention." 
4. My mother said to me, "Buy some bananas for me." 
5. My father said to me, "Don't waste your money." 
6. She said to me, "Where is the hospital?." 
7. My friend said to me. "Don't be late tomorrow." 
8. He asked me, "When will the train arrive?" 
9. His teacher said to him, "Try to do it by yourself." 
10. She asked me, "What are your favorite online games?"  

Exercise 47: Indirect to direct 
1. He told us to hurry up. 
2. She told John to turn on the light. 
3. My mother warned me not to be late tomorrow morning. 
4. I told George to be careful. 
5. I told Nick to be careful when he came to the bend. 
6. My father told to me to pick that bag up and put it on the table. 
7. My mother told Michael to buy some bananas for her. 
8. My sister told Mary to buy some apples for her when she went to the 

market the next day. 
9. My brother told me to go and see Tim. 
10. My sister told me to go and see Sid and ask him to lend her his bicycle.  

  Exercise 48: Direct to indirect 
1. He said that he was just going to the market. He said he wouldn't be long. 
2. My sister told me that she couldn't find the shop I told her about. 
3. She told me that she didn't like the pattern on that dress very much. 
4. My brother told me that I was late again. 
5. John told me that I was late the day before. 
6. My mother told me that I would be late if I didn't hurry up. 
7. I told my sister that George had forgotten his books. 
8. I told my brother that George forgot his bag the day before. 
9. I said to my sister that George would forget his bag again unless she 

reminded him. 
10. He said that it's raining. 
11. She said that it was raining. 
12. She said that she thought it would rain soon. 
13. I said that the rain would have stopped by seven o'clock. 
14. She promised us that she would come if she could. 
15. He told me that he would buy a new watch for me when he went to 

Bangkok the next week. 
16. Tom told the visitor that his mother was not at home. He told the visitor 

that she had gone to visit her sister. 
17. Janet said to Paul that she would love to come with him but she was afraid 

she couldn't. She said her uncle was coming in a few minutes. 
18. My father asked me one evening whether I would stop practicing my 
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violin. He said that the screeching noise gave him a headache. 

19. Mickey told his friend that he came with his family to meet a friend from 
London.” 

20. Mrs. White said that there were no pineapples at the market that day so she 
bought some oranges instead.    

Exercise 49: Indirect to Direct 
1. He said that the washing-line had broken. 
2. My brother said that the birds had started to eat the bananas. 
3. She told us that she had not written the letter, 
4. I told him that nobody had come to help me. 
5. I asked him what had gone wrong. 
6. Peter asked Mary whether she had finished yet. 
7. My brother asked me whether I had read the paper yet. 
8. Dave asked his sister who had left the cupboard open. 
9. My father asked who had brought the parcel. 
10. I told them that the game hadn't started yet because some of the players 
hadn't arrived. 
11. The stranger asked if the train from Birmingham had arrived yet. 
12. The policeman told the inspector that he had arrested two men who tried to 
steal something from a car. 
13. The man in the bookshop told me that he had ordered my book but it hadn't 
come yet. 
14. I told Mr. Lee that Ryan had cut his chin playing hockey. I told him I had 
taken him to hospital. 
15. My father said that two men had escaped from prison. He said that they had 
stolen a car and gone to Georgetown. 
16. He asked me how I had found his address. 
17. She asked us when we had last seen John. 
18. He asked me how much I had paid for the bicycle. 
19. Peter asked whether I had ever lived in Washington. 
20. I asked my mother if she had brought some for me.   

LESSON 16 - AUXILLIARIES AND MODALS

   

Definition:  An auxiliary verb is:  
a word that modifies the meaning of another verb in a sentence

  

Also known as a helping verb.  

 There are two groups – Primary auxiliaries and Modal auxiliaries.  

 1. Primary auxiliaries:
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Be, do, have and their various forms are called primary auxiliaries.  
1. Be is used with other verbs to make progressive and passive verbs forms.  

1. I am writing.  
2. He was punished for lying.  

Note - Be can be used to express a command or request. 
1. Be quite.  
2. Don't be silly.  
3. Be a good girl.   

2. Do is used to make questions, negatives and emphatic forms of non-auxiliary verbs.  
1. Do you know where John lives?  
2. I don’t know.  
3. Do sit down.  

3. Have is used to make perfect verbs forms.  
1. I have completed my work.  
2. She has acted in a film.  
3. They had forgotten to send the letter.   

Note - Have as an ordinary verb -  
We have a big house in the city. (Possession) 
I have two children. (Relations)  

Note that be, do and have can also function as principal verbs. They are called 
auxiliaries    only when they help other verbs to form their tenses and moods. 

You were wrong.  (Principal verb)  
You have done wrong. (Auxiliary verb)  
She is a good singer. (Principal verb)  
She is singing. (Auxiliary verb)   

2. Modal Auxiliaries

 

–  

Definition: They are used with other verbs to express actions, events or situations that 
exist only as conceptions of the mind - permissions, possibilities, certainty, ability, 
wishes, obligations etc.  
The verbs will, would, shall, should, can, could, may, might, must, ought, dare and 

need are usually called modal auxiliaries. 
Example –  

1. I can swim.  
2. She will come.  
3. I must go now.  
4. Should I call them?  
5. She might come.   

Modals express the mood a verb, such as ability, possibility, necessity, or another 
condition. They are used with a main verb to form a sentence or a question.  
Modals are not conjugated, have no tense, and cannot be used without a main verb. 
Sentence formation using modals -  
1. In a statement the word order is subject + modal + main verb.  
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They can come.  
So in above example they is subject, can is modal and come is main verb.  

2. In questions, the word order changes to modal + subject + main verb. 
Can they come? 
So in above example can is modal, they is  subject and come is main verb.  

Examples of Modals –   

1. Can

 

-   
1. The modal can indicates possibility or ability: 

1. Tom can help you.  
2. Wild animals can be dangerous. 
3. Dining out can be costly. 

2. In questions, the modal can requests permission to do something or to ask about 
possibilities: 

1. Can I help you?  
2. Can Mike come over for dinner? 
3. Who can answer the next question?  
4. When can we get back the results?  

2. Could-  
1. Could indicate possibility or ability in the past: 
2. I could have told you that.  
3. It could have been a disaster. 
4. When I was young, I could run very fast. 

2. Could speculates about future posibilities. In the following examples could and 
might are synonomous. 

1. It could / might rain tonight. 
2. That could / might be dangerous. 

3. In yes-no questions, could speculates about present posibilities: 
1. Could she be the murderer?  
2. Could this be a mistake? 

3. It can also make a request. In these examples could and can are synonomous, but 
could is more polite. 

1. Could / Can you open your window?  
2. Could / Can you help me move this sofa? 
3. Could indicates an option: 
4. We could go see a movie.  
5. I could become a doctor. 

4. The modal could is also used to form the conditional   

1. The conditional contains an if clause and a result clause.  
2. Could is placed in the result clause.  
3. In these examples, could expresses hypothetical situations: 
4. If I had time, I could play tennis with you.  
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5. We could study together, if you want to. 
6. If it weren't raining, we could go on a picnic. 

5. Could mentions something that didn't happen because a certain condition was not 
met: 

1. If we had left sooner, we could have taken the train.  
2. I could have passed the exam if I had studied more. 
3. I'm glad we took umbrellas. We could have gotten soaked.  

3. Shall and Will

 

The modals shall/will + main verb are used to create future tenses.  
1. These modals indicate an intention or an action that is expected to happen in the 

future. 
When used in statements, there is no difference in meaning between these two 

modals; however, shall is rarely used in American English. 
1. I will / shall close the door for you.  
2. Tom will / shall meet us at the train station. 
3. They will / shall leave tomorrow at 8:00. 

2. In wh- questions, shall and will ask about options. 
1. Who will / shall drive the car?  
2. When will / shall I see you again? 
3. How will / shall you get here?  
4. What time will / shall we meet? 

3.  To make suggestions 
Shall can be used with the first person pronouns (I or we) to make suggestions. 

You don't look well. Shall I call the doctor?  
It is very cold. Shall I close the window?  
Shall I drop you at the station?  

4. To talk about certainty 
Shall can show certainty. It is used to say that something will certainly happen, or that 

you are determined that something will happen. 
1. Don't worry. I shall be there to help you.  
2. She shall clean the kitchen, no matter whether she likes it or not. 

5. Shall asks about a preference. In these examples, shall and should are synonomous. 
In Note - Shall is rarely used; when it is, it's only in the first person singular and plural. 

1. Should / Shall I close the door?  
2. Should he close the door? 
3. Should they come back later? 
4. Should Tom bring food to the party? 
5. Should / Shall we stay here?  

4. May and Might

  

1.  The modals may and might indicate an uncertain future action. These two modals 
are synonymous. 

1. I may / might go to the park, or I may / might stay home.  
2. This may / might be a bad idea. 
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3. It may / might rain tonight. 

2. May or can gives instructions or permission. 
1. You may / can now board the airplane.  
2. You may / can begin the exam in ten minutes. 

3. In yes-no questions that make a request, you can use may or can.  
1. May is more polite. 
2. May / Can I see your driver's license? 
3. May / Can we have some more water, please?  

5. Must

  

  1. The modal must indicates an obligation. 
1. You must see this movie.  
2. Tom must see a doctor immediately. 

2. Must also indicates an assumption or probability. 
1. My watch must be broken.  
2. He must have done that before moving to Spain. 

3. In wh- questions, must is an obligation and can be replaced with the modal should. 
In American English, should is much more common in these types of questions. 

1. When should / must we be there?  
2. Who should / must I talk to?    

6. Should and Ought (to)

 

1. The modals should and ought to indicate an obligation. These two modals are 
synonymous. 

1. You should / ought to call your mother.  
2. I should / ought to go home now. 

2. When used in questions, should asks if an obligation exists.  
Should he call her?  

1. Should we pay now? 
2. When should we leave?  
3. What should I wear?  

7. Would

 

1. Would followed by like is a polite way of stating a preference. 
1. I would like white wine with my fish.  
2. We would like a room with a view. 

2. In questions, would + subject + like is a polite request for a choice to be made. 
1. Would you like soup or salad with your meal?  
2. Where would you like to eat dinner? 
3. When would Tom like this delivered? 

Would can make a request sound more polite. 
3. Would explains an action as a result of a supposed or real condition. 

1. I would go with you if I didn't have to work.  
2. If I had not had to work, I would have gone with you. 
3. She would be surprised if you came to the party. 
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4. Tom would drive, but he doesn't have a license. 

4. Would introduces habitual actions in the past. 
1. When I was a student, I would go swimming every day.  
2. When Tom lived in France, he would write me long letters.  

More on Modals :

  

Modal verbs can be used to express these ideas about the past, present and future. 
The most definite degree of certainty can be expressed with will and won't, followed 

by must and can't/couldn't, should and shouldn't, may and may not, 
and might/could and mightn't, which express the least definite degree of certainty.  

1. When we believe that a future state or event is certain to occur, we use will or wo 
n't: 
Example: I'll be working on this report all afternoon.  
Example: We won't be back in until tomorrow.  

2. When we deduce that a future state or event is the most logical or rational outcome, 
we use must or can't/couldn't: 
Example: You must be joking! That's just totally illogical! 
Example: You can't be serious! That's just totally illogical! 
Example: He couldn't be there now, surely. He always leaves at 4.30.  

3. When we want something to happen, and it is reasonable to expect it to, we 
use should or shouldn't: 
Example: We should be able to go to Spain next holidays if we keep saving at this 

rate. 
Example: It shouldn't take us long to clean up this mess if we all help.  

4. When we wish to express the something will possibly happen, we use may or may 
not: 
Example: We may go to the party - we haven't quite decided yet. 

Example: You may not be able to get in if you turn up at the last minute.  

5. When we want to express that something will possibly happen, but we are less 
certain, we use might/could or mightn't: 
Example: He might be at home, but he usually goes shopping on Saturday morning 

Example: He could be at home, but he usually goes shopping on Saturday morning. 
Example: She mightn't be able to come - her mother's very ill.  

Note that couldn't is not used in this way, but rather expresses a greater degree of 
certainty (see must or can't/couldn't above).  

Exercise 50:  

The following sentences are taken from The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Point out the 
auxiliary verb in each sentence. 
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1.  Tom was swimming in bliss.  

2.  Well, I’ve been pretty much so, too, Huck.  

3.  I been creeping all over, ever since I got here.  

4.  The boys were subdued by these solemnities, and talked little.  

5.  Now the raft was passing before the distant town.  

6.  Well, he’s mended kites for me, Huck, and knitted hooks on to my line.  

7.  Daily Muff Potter’s gratitude made Tom glad he had spoken; but nightly he 
wished he had sealed up his tongue.  

8.  Aunt Polly was vexed to think she had overlooked that bit of circumstantial 
evidence,   and missed a trick.  

9.  They’re coming right toward the door.  

10.  The family were still at table, but they had finished breakfast.  

Exercise 51: 
Fill in the blanks with the correct auxiliary verb.  If there is more than one tense 

possible, indicate both options.  For example:  She was/is going to the prom.  
Remember, auxiliary verbs are forms of be, have, and do.  

1. I ______ spending my money.  

2. We _______________ going fishing.  

3. They ________________ dancing all night.  

4. He ___________ washed the car.  

5. I ____________ eating a jelly donut.  

6. Six hot dogs ___________ eaten by them during the game.  

7. Bill _____________ gone to the doctor.  

8. Ms. Keyser _______________ not teaching today.  

9. We _______________ teaching instead.  
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10. I _____________ finished with auxiliary verb sentences.  

Exercise 52: 
Complete the sentences with the modals CAN, CAN'T, COULD, COULDN’T.  

1. When Tom was 16, he was a fast runner. He ______ run 200 metres in 22 
2. seconds. 
3. I'm afraid I ______ come to your party next Saturday. 
4. I'm not in a hurry. I've got plenty of time. I _______ wait. 
5. I was feeling terribly sick yesterday. I ________ eat anything. 
6. Can you speak loudly, please? I _______ hear you very well. 
7. "You look exhausted." "Yes, I _________ sleep last night.  

Exercise 53: 
Modals of probability and deduction  Using CAN and MUST 
Fill in the gaps with the right modal of deduction. Use CAN’T or MUST. 

1. You've been working all night long. You ______ be tired. 
2. That doctor _______ be pretty famous in the town. Everyone knows him. 
3. That restaurant _________ be very good. It is always empty. 
4. The weather was stormy everyday during their holiday, so they _______ have 

had a very nice holiday. 
5. Despite his wife's illness, the baby was delivered safely. The couple ______ be 

very happy and relieved. 
6. You got here very quickly. You _______ have taken a taxi. 
7. Tim and Lucy go away on holiday very often, so they _______ have a lot of 

savings in their account.  

Exercise 54: 
Using CAN’T HAVE, MUST HAVE 
Choose the best answer to explain these given situations. 

1. The coat you bought is of very good quality. 
a) It must have been very expensive. 
b) It can't have been very expensive 

2. My friend Christine walked past me without speaking. 
a) She must have seen me. 
b) She can't have seen me. 

3. The phone rang but I didn't hear it. 
a) I must have been asleep. 
b) I can't have been asleep. 

4. I haven't seen our neighbours for ages. 
a) They must have gone away. 
b) They can't have gone away. 

5. I can't find my mobile phone. 
a) I can't have left it in the restaurant we had dinner at last evening. 
b) I must have left it in the restaurant we had dinner at last evening. 

6. Dan passed his exams with excellent grades, despite not having prepared for it. 
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a) The exam must have been very difficult. 
b) The exam can't have been very difficult. 

7. The police knew every detail of their phone conversation. 
a) They can't have done some wiretapping. 
b) They must have done some wiretapping. 

8. Christie did the opposite of what I asked her to do. 
a) She can't have understood what I said. 
b) She must have understood what I said. 

9. When I got home last evening, I found my door smashed. 
a) Someone can't have broken in. 
b) Someone must have broken in.  

Exercise 55: 
Use the following verbs with will or won´t to complete the dialogues beween A 
and B. 

Example: A: Are you coming to the cinema on Sunday? 
    B: I´m not sure. I´ll phone you on Saturday.  

1. A: Don´t change your clothes now. We ………………………………… late. 
   B: No, we won´t. We …………………………….. a taxi. 
2. A: George is going to have a party at the weekend. 
    B: Why? 
     A: It´s his birthday. He …………………………… thirty on Saturday. 
3. A: She …………………………. the tennis match tomorrow. 
    B: Why not?  
   A: She ………………………mistakes. She always makes mistakes in important 

matches. 
4. A: …………………………….. Steve ………………………….. the work tonight? 
    B: No, he …………………………............... He ………………………….. time 

(negative) 
5. A: I want to take these books home, but they’re very heavy. 
    B: I ……………………………….. some of them. 
6. A: I feel sick. It´s so hot in this room. 
   B: I ………………………………. a window.  

LESSON 17 - INFINITIVE

  

Definition: The infinitive usually occurs with 'To' (for example To go, To come, To 
wear etc.), except after an auxiliary

 

or modal verb. 
It is a verb form that shows no person, tense

 

or aspect. 

Usage 

Certain words are followed by an infinite verb with or without ‘to’. 

1. As the Subject of a clause                
Example: To know you is to love you. 
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2. After certain expressions( without “to”) 
Example:  Why not go to the cinema? 
3. After certain verbs (without  ’to’) 
`Example:   I can swim. 
4. After certain verbs (with ’to’) 
Example:   He wants to swim. 
5. After certain verbs with interrogatives 
Example:   They don’t know how to swim. 
6. After certain verbs with objects (without ’to’) 
Example:   He made her swim. 
7. After certain verbs with objects (with ’to’) 
Example:  They wanted him to swim. 
8. After certain adjectives& their comparisons 
Example:   It is easier to swim downstream. 
9. After nouns deriving from the words mentioned above 
Example: We made a promise to swim.   

Exercise 56- Choose the correct form (infinitive with or without to). 
1. I can speak/to speak English. 
2. We have do/to do our homework. 
3. You must stay/to stay at home. 
4. I will help/to help you. 
5. He cannot see/to see us. 
6. My little sister learns speak/to speak. 
7. They want go/to go to the cinema. 
8. You should ask/to ask your parents. 
9. I'd like have/to have a dog. 
10. May we come/ to come in? 

    
Exercise 56- Imagine you work in a tourist information. Tell your colleague what the 
tourists asked you. Transform the direct speech into infinitive constructions. 
Two women asked, "How do we get to the castle?"  Two women asked how to get 
to castle . 

1.A man asked, "Where can I catch the bus?"  One man did not know _______ 
2.An old lady asked, "Why should I go to the zoo by bus?"  An old lady did not 

understand _______ 
3.Some teenagers asked, "Shall we buy a map?"  Some teenagers wanted to 

know _______ 
4.Two teenage girls asked, "Where can we go shopping?"  Two teenage girls 

asked _______ 
5.A family asked, "Which film could we watch?"  A family wanted to go to the 

cinema but they did not know _______ 
6.A couple asked, "Where can we buy tickets for the opera?"  A couple wanted 

to know _______ 
7.A young woman asked, "When can I go on a sight-seeing tour?"  A young 

woman asked  
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8.A businessman asked, "What bar can I go to?"  A businessman did not 

know _______ 
9.A drunk asked, "How do I get home?"  A drunk could not remember _______    

LESSON 18 - PARTICIPLES

  

PRESENT PARTICIPLES 
Definition: A present participle is formed by adding ‘-ing’ to the verb, as in ‘reading’, 

e.g. “He may be reading the newspaper now”.   

What is the difference between a gerund and the present participle? 
Both the present participle and gerund use the suffix “-ing”. The difference between 

them is that the present participle is a verb, while the gerund is a noun.   

A present participle is used: 
1)   Immediately after a subject to which it refers. 
Example: People driving in the rain have to drive carefully. 
2)   After a verb. 
Example: He went fishing with his friends. 
3)    After a noun. It tells us what a person or thing is doing. 
Example: She heard them talking about her. 
Example: I saw a rock rolling down the hill. 
4)    As an adjective. 
Example: That twinkling star is much brighter than the rest. 
5)    To show that a person is doing two things at the same time. 
Example: He is sitting outside the house, watching people pass by. 
6)    To form the continuous tense. 
Example: He is washing his car. 
7)    When one action is followed by another. 
Example: Walking on the beach, he threw a ball to his friend          
    
Exercise 58:  Fill in the present participle. 

1.an (interest) ______ book 
2.a (sleep) ______ child 
3.two (play) ______ dogs 
4.the (win) ______ number 
5.several (travel) ______ bags 
6.the (move) ______ power 
7.a (touch) ______ moment 
8.an (excite) ______ film 
9.a (work) ______ man 
10. (run) ______ water  

Exercise 59: The verbs in italics are sometimes followed by a participle. Complete 
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the sentences using the Present Participle. 

1. I smelled something (burn) ______ in the house. 
2. She did not see the car (come) ______ closer. 
3. Do you notice Tom (talk) ______ to Amelie? 
4. We heard the boys (knock) ______ at the door. 
5. We listened to the mother (sing) ______ her child to sleep. 
6. She could feel herself (blush) ______. 
7. I found my two cats (sit) ______ on the table. 
8. She jealously watched her boyfriend (flirt) ______ with another girl.   

LESSON 19 - GERUNDS

 

Definition: A gerund stems from a verbal, or a verb

 

form, but does not act as a verb 
in a sentence.  
There are three types of verbals: gerunds, participles, and infinitives.  
A gerund is a verbal that functions as a noun. Though a gerund is formed from a verb 
and indicates an action or state of being, it acts as a noun and therefore occupies a 
place in a sentence where a noun normally would such as a subject, a direct object, or 
an object of a preposition. 
Without exception, a gerund always ends in –ing. Unlike a participle, which is a 
verbal that most often ends in -ing or -ed and acts as an adjective

 

modifying a noun, a 
gerund always serves as a noun. The following words ending in -ing could 
be gerunds or participles, depending on how they are used in a sentence. 

Swimming 
Talking 
Traveling 
Laughing 

Uses of Gerund -  
A gerund is used: 

1) As the subject of the sentence. 
Example: Waiting for a bus can take a long time. 
2) As the object of a verb. 
Example: “Will you stop crying?” 
3) As a verbal noun, i.e. as a verb doing the work of a noun. 
Example: Her scolding frightened her children. 
4)  After a verb. 
Example: The gate needs repainting. 
5)  After “busy”. 
Example: She is busy cooking for dinner. 
6)  With a preposition. 
Example: We are tired after walking for two hours. 
7)  After a phrasal verb. 
Example: If we carry on working, we can complete it today.  

Exercise 60: Complete the sentences with the gerund form of the verbs in 
parentheses. 
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1. She is good at (dance)______ 
2. He is crazy about (sing) ______ 
3. I don't like (play) ______cards. 
4. They are afraid of (swim) ______in the sea. 
5. You should give up (smoke) ______. 
6. Sam dreams of (be) ______ a popstar. 
7. He is interested in (make) ______ friends. 
8. My uncle is afraid of (go) ______ by plane. 
9. We insist on (cook) ______ the dinner ourselves. 

Exercise 61: Complete the sentences with the gerund form of the verbs in 
parentheses. 

1. (cook) ______ is one of her hobbies. 
2. (cycle) ______ is fun. 
3. (Get) ______ a good job is not easy. 
4. (Find) ______ a parking space is quite difficult in this area. 
5. (drive) ______ becomes more and more expensive. 
6. No (smoke) ______ in this area. 
7. (work) ______ overtime is quite common in this company. 
8. (eat) ______ fruits and vegetables is good for your health. 
9. (make) ______ fun of other people is not nice. 

10. (learn) ______ about other cultures makes people more tolerant.  

LESSONS 20 - SENTENCE TRANSFORMATION

  

Definition: Rewriting sentences so that they have the same meaning as the original is 
called sentence transformation. The transformation of a sentence means changing its form 
without altering its sense.  

Types of sentences: 
There are four main types of sentences: statements, questions, exclamations, and 

commands.   

They should also understand the end punctuation that is used with each type of 
sentence like periods, question marks, and exclamation marks. Punctuation helps 
writers convey their message clearly and helps readers understand the text.   

Kinds of Sentences  
Declarative - A declarative sentence makes a statement. A declarative sentence ends 

with a period. 
Example: The house will be built on a hill. 
Interrogative - An interrogative sentence asks a question. An interrogative sentence 

ends with a question mark. 
Example: How did you find the card? 
Exclamatory - An exclamatory sentence shows strong feeling. An exclamatory 

sentence ends with an exclamation mark. 
Example: The monster is attacking! 
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Imperative - An imperative sentence gives a command.  
Example: Cheryl, try the other door. 
Sometimes the subject of an imperative sentence (you) is understood. 
Example: Look in the closet. (You, look in the closet.)  

Sentences: Simple, Compound, and Complex  

1. SIMPLE SENTENCE: 
A simple sentence, also called an independent clause, contains a subject and a verb, 

and it expresses a complete thought. It contain only one independent clause  

A. Some students like to study in the mornings. 
B. Juan and Arturo play football every afternoon. 
C. Alicia goes to the library and studies every day.  

2. COMPOUND SENTENCE: 
They join two or more independent clauses (simple sentences). Compound sentences 

join ideas of equal importance. 
Example -  

A. Mrs. Bergey enjoys teaching writing.  
B. Mrs. Bergey wants her students to succeed.  
C. Mrs. Bergey enjoys teaching writing, and she wants her students to succeed  

Note - A compound sentence contains two sentences joined by and, or, or but. These 
words are called conjunctions. Compound sentences express more than one complete 
thought.  

A.  I tried to speak Spanish, and my friend tried to speak English.   
B.  Alejandro played football, so Maria went shopping.   
C.  Alejandro played football, for Maria went shopping.  

3. COMPLEX SENTENCE: 
Complex sentences join one or more dependent clauses to the independent clause. 

Complex sentences are useful when your writing includes some ideas that are more 
important than others. 
Example- Mrs. Bergey, a teacher at Twentynine Palms Elementary School, enjoys 

teaching writing. 
A complex sentence contains a clause (a statement) that is not a complete sentence. 

This is in addition to the complete sentence. "a teacher at Twentynine Palms 
Elementary School" is not a complete sentence and would not stand on its own. (That 
is why it is sometimes called a "dependent" clause. It depends on the rest of the 
sentence.)   

A complex sentence always has a subordinator such as because, since, after, 
although, or when or a relative pronoun such as that, who, or which. 
Example - 
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A. When he handed in his homework, he forgot to give the teacher the last page.   
B. The teacher returned the homework after she noticed the error.  
C. The students are studying because they have a test tomorrow. 
D. After they finished studying, Juan and Maria went to the movies.  
E. Juan and Maria went to the movies after they finished studying.  

Exercise 62:  
1. Exclamatory to Assertive Sentence -  

Changing an exclamatory sentence ( A sentence that expresses strong feelings by 
making an exclamation) into an assertive sentence (An assertive sentence is a 
sentence that states a fact. Such sentences are simple statements) :  

1. Exclamatory - What a wonderful opportunity! 
Assertive - It is a wonderful opportunity.   

2. Exclamatory - O that I were young again! 
Assertive - I wish I were young again.   

3. Exclamatory - How kind of you to help him like that! 
Assertive - It is very kind of you to help him like that.   

4. Exclamatory - How noble he is!  
Assertive - He is truly noble.   

5. Exclamatory - What a great pleasure it is!  
Assertive - This is indeed a great pleasure.   

2. Interrogative to Assertive Sentence 
 Changing an interrogative sentence (A sentence that asks a question.) into an 
assertive sentence  

Interrogative - Is not wisdom better than riches? 
Assertive - Wisdom is better than riches.   

Interrogative - Why worry about what people say? 
Assertive - It is foolish to worry about what people say.   

Interrogative - Did I ever ask you to do it?  
Assertive - I never asked you to do it.   

Interrogative - Is there any sense in doing that?  
Assertive - There is no sense in doing that.   

Interrogative - What does it matter whether we win or lose?  
Assertive - It matters little whether we win or lose.   
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3. Imperative to Interrogative Sentence. 
  Changing an imperative sentence (A sentence that gives advice or instructions or 

that  expresses a request or a command) into an interrogative sentence  

 Imperative - Stop talking.  
 Interrogative - Will you stop talking?   

 Imperative - Shut the door.  
 Interrogative Will you shut the door?  

Imperative - Please, get me a glass of water. 
Interrogative - Will you, please, get me a glass of water?   

Imperative - Get out of here.  
Interrogative - Will you get out of here or not?   

The interrogative is a milder or more polite form of the imperative. However, the 
addition of or not (see the last example) adds a touch of threat to the command.  

Exercise 63: 
Identify the kind of sentence. The first two have been done for you. 

1.  Why do you believe that?

 

interrogative 
2.  I want to know why you believe that. declarative (This is not a question.) 
3.  Please accept my apology. 
4.  Your face is frightening the baby! 
5.  My shoe is on fire! 
6.  When did you first notice that your shoe was on fire? 
7.  My doctor told me to take these vitamins. 
8.  Ask Doris for the recipe. 
9.  Did you solve the puzzle yet? 
10. Ann, hand me your coat. 
11. It’s hard to believe that this paper is made from wood. 
12. There are more apples in the refrigerator. 
13. We’re on the wrong planet! 
14. Will Patricia pause to place poached pickles on Paula’s pretty plate? 
15. I would send her a gift if I were you. 
16. Send her a nice gift.          
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